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Abstract

In this thesis, the optical features of synthesized atomic nanowire-filled single-walled
carbon nanotubes were characterized and the potential impact of such filling on the
physical and chemical properties of nanotubes was investigated. Due to the fact
that carbon nanotubes naturally exist in the form of bundles, traditional studies on
these materials face challenges due to the difficulty to know their exact composition
and structure. Here, we applied liquid phase-based chemical methods to process
the material and extract nanotubes with desirable diameters and chiralities. This
enabled the performance of nanotube species with a specific structure to be deter-
mined, which opens doors for a comprehensive understanding on the fundamentals
of one-dimensional nanosystems.

In specific, the effect of nanotube filling by atomically thin HgTe nanowires
based on various optical characterizations was examined. It was found in particular
that the structure of nanowires had a significant impact on the way nanowire in-
teracts with the nanotube. The excitonic properties, phonon features and transient
performance of carbon nanotubes were hence altered in a specific manner depending
on the structure and geometry of atomic nanowires.

Later in this thesis, the influence of environment on the optical properties of
carbon nanotubes was studied. These investigations enable us to expand knowledge
on how a change in the external environment (change of the suspending medium
or the degree of bundling) modifies the excitonic properties of carbon nanotubes,
especially after they are filled by atomic nanowires. According to the results of pho-
toluminescence characterizations, it was discovered that a change of the suspending
medium can lead to a modification of many-body interactions in nanotubes. Based
on the temperature-dependent photoluminescence and Raman measurements, it was
further demonstrated that filling with nanowires can alter the intratube stiffness and
the intertube interactions of carbon nanotubes.

xiii



Chapter 1

Introduction and Structure of

Thesis

Carbon nanotubes are one-dimensional nanomaterials with high aspect ratios and

rigid chiral structures. They have tremendous and fascinating optical properties,

such as large exciton binding energies [1] and significant optical anisotropy [2; 3].

Due to these advantages, carbon nanotubes have shown potential in various fields

such as light harvesting, catalytic reactions and biomedical labelling.

Based on the numerous studies in the past, carbon nanotubes with different

diameters and chiralities display distinct optical transition features. To date, the

two main carbon nanotube suppliers are CoMoCAT R and NanoIntegris R , which

collectively provide nanotubes in a broad diameter distribution (0.7-2 nm) [4; 5; 6].

In recent decades, several liquid phase-based sorting protocols had been developed

and a refinement of nanotubes with particular chiralities and diameters was achieved.

The successful separation of nanotube species enables the origins of various optical

phenomena to be clarified, such as inter-nanotube exciton energy transfer [7] or

chirality-dependent shift of Raman modes [8].

Templating or encapsulating materials inside carbon nanotubes has been

discovered as far back as 1997, when Smith et al. proved that C60 can exist in-

side the nanotubes [9]. In following years, the encapsulation of other molecules and

nanowires was demonstrated by several research groups [10; 11; 12; 13]. It was re-

vealed by optical spectroscopic measurements that such guest materials can alter

the excitonic transition performance and charge carrier transport ability of carbon

nanotubes [13; 14; 15]. Although the promise of filled carbon nanotubes had been

demonstrated, further studies on these materials are hindered by a lack of knowledge

on the actual nanotube composition and parameters, which is required for under-

1



standing the mechanism of one-dimensional material filling affecting the properties

of individual nanotube species.

The main focus of this thesis is to explore the fundamental physiochemistry

of carbon nanotubes and the impact of nanowire filling on them. The structure of

thesis is started with an introduction of the carbon nanotube properties and previous

studies on nanotube filling or doping, followed by the chapters presenting results of

structure and spectroscopic characterizations on the materials.

Chapter 2 is an introduction of the fundamental properties of carbon nan-

otubes, including chiral structures, electronic band structures and the optical transi-

tion performance. The progress in separating nanotubes by size and chirality based

on chemical routes, formation of encapsulated materials and property control by

doping are also introduced.

Chapter 3 introduces the characterizing techniques applied in this thesis.

The material structure analysis is carried out by electron microscopic imaging. The

physical and optical property studies are conducted based on various types of spec-

troscopic characterizations.

Chapter 4 provides details of the protocols for materials fabrication and

separation. The structures and optical properties of nanotubes with different types

of fillings are studied.

Chapter 5 and 6 investigate the effect of filling with atomic nanowires on

carbon nanotubes via broadband absorption, photoluminescence, Raman scattering

and time-resolved spectroscopy.

Chapter 7 studies the environment effect on carbon nanotubes. Temperature-

dependent in− situ measurements are applied to further investigate the interaction

between nanotubes and encapsulated nanowires.

Chapter 8 provides a summary of the discoveries based on above experimen-

tal characterizations and analyses. The outcomes and implications of the studies in

this these is also discussed.
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Chapter 2

Fundamentals of Carbon

Nanotubes and Nanotube-based

Materials

In this chapter we focus on the fundamentals of SWCNTs such as the assignment of

chiral structures, estimations of excitonic transition energies based on theories, and

chemical interactions with other materials. This is important for understanding the

optical and physiochemical properties of SWCNTs as we will discuss in following

chapters.

2.1 Structure of SWCNTs

The structure of SWCNTs can be physically regarded as rolling a two-dimensional

(2D) graphene sheet into a cylinder. The rolling direction is defined by the chiral

vector C = na1 + ma2, where a1 and a2 are the basis vectors of graphene. A

schematic to describe the formation of a SWCNT is shown in Figure 2.1. In this

way, the structure of a SWCNT can be represented by this pair of indices (n,m),

with its diameter dt and chiral angle θ expressed as:

dt =
|a1|
π

√
n2 + nm + m2 = 0.783

√
n2 + m2 + nm (2.1)

θ = cos−1(
2n + m

2
√
n2 + m2 + nm

) (2.2)

3



Figure 2.1: Schematic to show the formation of SWCNTs.

Consequently, the SWCNTs can be divided into zigzag (θ=0◦), armchair

(θ=30◦) and chiral (0◦<θ<30◦) nanotubes. Further to this, by taking the mod(2n+

m, 3) value (remainder of 2n+m divided by 3) of a SWCNT one can get 0, 1 and 2,

which correspond to a metallic, a type-1 semiconducting and a type-2 semiconduct-

ing nanotube, respectively. It is normally considered that only armchair SWCNTs

(n = m) are strict metallic nanotubes, whilst other types of metallic nanotubes

(especially near-zigzag SWCNTs with a θ of ∼0◦) have split electronic states at the

K-point due to the trigonal warping effect [16].

Over the years, several methods has been developed for the industry-scale

preparation of high-quality carbon nanotubes [17]. They can generally be clas-

sified into the arc-discharge [18], laser vaporization (ablation) [19] and chemical

vapor deposition (CVD) methods. As the most important commercial method,

CVD technique is now widely used to grow SWCNTs with a wide range of diame-

ters (from < 1 to up to 5 nm). Examples of such methods include the CoMoCAT

process, high-pressure carbon monoxide (HiPco) process, catalytic chemical vapor

deposition (CCVD) [20], laser-assisted chemical vapor deposition (LCVD) [21]. The

as-received carbon nanotube product from these methods are usually end-capped.

Catalytic metal particles can also coexist with these SWCNTs.

While large-diameter SWCNTs and multi-walled carbon nanotubes (MWC-

NTs) are sometimes more suitable for electron microscopic imaging or X-ray diffrac-

tion analysis due to the effect of their sizes, their electronic and optical properties

4



can significantly differ from those of small-diameter ones, especially SWCNTs have

a width of <1 nm, such as (6,5) and (7,5). A comprehensive understanding of car-

bon nanotubes’ properties would benefit from having both large- and small-diameter

SWCNTs or even giving priority to narrow SWCNTs, as their optical and excitonic

features lie in the detection range of most commonly used spectrometers.

2.2 Electronic structure of SWCNTs and their optical

properties

2.2.1 Energy dispersion in 1D nanotube system

If ignoring the curvature effect, the electronic band structure of SWCNTs can be

explained by using a graphene sheet [16; 22]. Therefore, the SWCNT can be regarded

as a rectangular lattice with a 2N -point basis, where N is the number of hexagons

of the graphite honeycomb lattice that lie within the nanotube unit cell:

N =
2
√
n2 + m2 + nm

dR
(2.3)

with dR the greatest common divisor of (2n+m) and (2m+n) for a (n,m) nanotube.

2D graphene has a hexagonal first Brillouin zone (BZ) in the reciprocal space

which contains the high symmetry points G, K and M [16]. The energy dispersion

of graphene as a function of wavevector k is expressed as:

E2D(k) = ±Vppπ[3 + 2 cos (k · a1) + 2 cos (k · a2) + 2 cos (k · a1 − k · a2)]1/2 (2.4)

where Vppπ is the nearest neighbour transfer integral, a1 and a2 are the basis vectors

of graphene defined in Section 2.1.

The one-dimensional (1D) energy band of SWCNTs can be worked out from

eq 2.4:

E1D(k̂) = ±Vppπ[1 + 4 cos (

√
3k̂x
2

a0) cos
k̂y
2
a0 + 4 cos2 (

k̂y
2
a0)]

1/2 (2.5)

where a0 =
√

3aC−C = 0.246 nm.

The periodic boundary condition applies in the circumferential direction of

nanotubes, which is, C · k = 2πq, with C the chiral vector, k the vector along

5



Figure 2.2: (a) The wave vector for metallic (top) and semiconducting (bottom) car-
bon nanotubes blueshown be the board cutting lines in the two-dimensional Brillouin
zone of graphite. (b) DOS of SWCNTs including Van Hove singularities. The DOS
were calculated by the approximation in eq. 2.8. (c) Optical transition energies
of SWCNTs as a function of nanotube diameter, calculated based on the Kataura
plot.

the circumferential direction and an integer [16; 23; 24]. This means there will be

only a few selection of the N possible vectors in the circumferential direction of a

nanotube. By substituting the allowed k into eq 2.5, the energy dispersion relation

for a particular (n,m) SWCNT can be obtained. For metallic nanotubes, k vectors

meet the boundary condition (shown as the bold solid lines in Figure 2.2a) intersect

the K point in the BZ, for semiconducting nanotubes, K point present one-third of

the distance between two bold lines (shown as the dashed lines in Figure 2.2a).

2.2.2 Density of states for carbon nanotubes

The density of states (DOS) per unit energy for a 1D system can be given as [25]:

D(E)dE =
2 ∥ T ∥

π

(
dE

dk

)−1

dE (2.6)

where ∥ T ∥ is the amplitude of translational vector. Each peak, or energy band,

of DOS is called a van Hove singularity (vHs).

Based on eq 2.5 and eq 2.6, the simplified expression of DOS for SWCNTs

is:
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D(E)dE =

allbands∑
i

4

πVppπ

√
3

E√
E2 − E2

cmini

dE (2.7)

where Ecmini is the conduction minimum for the given band. For metallic SWCNTs,

according to the aforementioned boundary condition, bands will cross the Fermi level

and as a result gives rise to a continuous DOS between the lowest conduction band

(CB) and highest valence band (VB). The schematic of DOS for semiconducting

and metallic SWCNTs is shown in Figure 2.2b.

2.2.3 Optical transition energy models

Optical transitions between different CBs and VBs are known as Eii, with i =

1, 2, 3, ... indicating the order of transition. If the electronic state of SWCNTs is

specified, the terms Mii and Sii are used for the case of metallic and semicon-

ducting nanotubes, respectively. The optical transition energies of SWCNTs are

traditionally calculated in a single-electron approach by applying the tight-binding

schemes [26]. However, such an approach doesn’t take into account the curvature

effect, which is crucial for the electronic structure of metallic SWCNTs. Due to

a shift in momentum of the cutting line that would normally pass through the K

point, non-armchair SWCNTs show the opening of a small band gap on the order of

around 20 meV [27]. Additionally, tight-binding theory doesn’t account for the C-C

bond length variation and many-body corrections. It thus underscores the impact of

the strong Coulomb interactions within SWCNTs on the optical transition energies.

The transition energies (band gaps) of different (n,m) nanotubes calculated based

on the tight-binding model are shown in a Kataura plot [24] (Figure 2.2c), for

which a simple analytic expression can be given as:

Eii =
2iγ0aC−C

dt
(2.8)

where γ0 = 2.7 − 3.0 eV is the nearest-neighbour hopping energy.

In recent years, an empirical transition energy model was introduced [28],

which achieves a closer match with the experimentally determined energy values for

SDS-dispersed SWCNTs:
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ν11(mod=1) =
107

157.5 + 1066.9dt
− 771

cos1.374 (3θ)

d2.272t

(2.9)

ν11(mod=2) =
107

157.5 + 1066.9dt
+ 347

cos0.886 (3θ)

d2.129t

(2.10)

ν22(mod=1) =
107

145.6 + 575.7dt
+ 1326

cos0.828 (3θ)

d1.809t

(2.11)

ν22(mod=2) =
107

145.6 + 575.7dt
+ 1421

cos1.11 (3θ)

d2.497t

(2.12)

2.2.4 Excitons in carbon nanotubes

In tightly confined 1D systems, the strong Coulomb force, inefficient screening and

many-body interactions can effectively confine carriers and lead to the generation

of excitons with large electron-hole binding energies for the excited electronic states

[29; 30]. As single nanotubes can be isolated to avoid the effect of disorder and

screening by the nearby substrate or gate, the field lines of Coulomb interaction

lie unscreened in the vacuum, resulting in long-range interactions. In contrast,

single-particle energy calculation based on the tight binding theory [26] does not

take into account the effect of Coulomb interaction, it describes that the energies

of single particles are not affected by dielectric screening. Such an electron-hole

interaction results in a difference between the actual optical transition energies and

those obtained based on one-particle interband theories.

Such a strong excitonic effect can dominate all optical processes in SWCNTs,

including optical absorption, photoluminescence, Raman and Rayleigh scattering.

For SWCNTs with diameters up to 2.1 nm, the size of exciton had been theoretically

predicted to be on the order of 1-10 nm [31; 32]. Using results and insights from ab

initio calculations, a symmetry-based variational method within the effective-mass

and envelope-function approximations using tight-binding wave functions predicted

the size of bright lowest-energy excitons to be: σ = dt(A + Bξ + Cξ2), where dt

is the SWCNT diameter and ξ = (−1)v cos 3θ/dt captures the chirality dependence

(v is the mod(2n + m, 3) value for a given (n,m) nanotube) [32]. A best fit to
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modelled exciton size for SWCNTs with diameters between 0.5 and 1.3 nm is given

by A=1.769, B=0.249 nm, and C=0.0913 nm2. For (6,5) nanotubes with a dt of

0.74 nm, the exciton size is estimated to be 1.35 nm, which is far less than the tube

length (normally tens to hundreds of nm). Based on results from ultrafast pump-

probe spectroscopy, the diffusion length of excitons (Ld) in SWCNTs was found to

be about 100 nm in bundles and 1µm in monodispersed nanotubes, which has a

dependence on the diffusion coefficient D and recombination lifetime τ based on

Ld =
√
Dτ [33; 34]. At high pump fluences, where an exciton-exciton annihilation

process dominates, the typical exciton diffusion coefficient is on the order of 0.1 cm2

s−1 [34; 35].

Compared to semiconducting SWCNTs, where the screening is weak, metal-

lic SWCNTs contain a higher concentration of free charges and can weaken the

electron-hole interaction by enhanced screening, leading to a lower exciton binding

energy. According to both theoretical calculations and experimental optical charac-

terizations, the exciton binding energies are from hundreds of meV to up to 1 eV in

semiconducting nanotubes [29; 36; 37] and less than 100 meV in metallic nanotubes

[36; 38; 39].

Two types of excitons can exist in SWCNTs: (1) bound excitons that lie

within the optical gap (excitons associated with first-order transitions, i.e. E11)

and (2) resonant excitons that are embedded in the continuum of the lower en-

ergy bands (excitons associated with higher-order transitions, i.e. E22, E33, etc.).

Bound excitons are produced by below-bandgap excitation and are stabilized with-

out dissociation [40]. Resonant excitons are formed at higher excitation energies

such as those of the electronic continuum and they resonantly couple to the contin-

uum states, rapidly dissociate into free carriers and then re-associate into the lowest

energy excitonic state by a step of fast inter-subband relaxation [41].

2.3 Chemical purification of SWCNTs

The as-synthesized SWCNTs usually simultaneously condense into thick bundles due

to the van der Waals attraction force [42; 43], which increases the inhomogeneity in

property and limits the commercial applications of SWCNT product.

Variations in the electronic structure and metallicity of (n,m) can lead to

varied chemistries and reactivities. This enables the chemistry selectivity, or, in an-

other word, makes the strength of interaction between different types of SWCNTs

and molecules different. SWCNT chirality refinement can thus be achieved by iso-

lating SWCNTs with surfactant micelle or conjungated copolymers under an intense
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Figure 2.3: Schematic to representatively show the interaction of surfactant
molecules with SWCNTs: (a) Random adsorption of surfactant molecules, (b) en-
capsulation in a cylindrical surfactant micelle, (c) hemimicellar adsorption and (d)
Adsorption of micelles when approaching critical micelle concentration.

external energy input (e.g. ultrasound) in the liquid phase followed by a process of

separation based on the difference in their chemical potential or physical properties.

A most commonly applied type of surfactant used for isolating carbon nanotubes is

sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS), which provides a hydrophobic alkyl group and a hy-

drophilic -SO−
4 functional group while dissolved in water. Both experimental study

[44] and theory based on molecular dynamic simulations [45; 46; 47] have demon-

strated that the SDS molecules adsorbed around the carbon nanotubes can display

different conformations depending on their concentration in the solution. Some basic

structures these molecules form into include: (a) randomly adsorbed molecules; (b)

cylindrical micelles; (c) hemimicellar adsorption and (d) adsorbed micelles, which

are schematically shown in Figure 2.3. In addition to SDS, other types of ionic

surfactant such as sodium dodecyl benzene sulfonate (SDBS), sodium cholate (SC)

and sodium deoxycholate (DOC) have also been shown to effectively isolate carbon

nanotubes [48; 49; 50; 51]. After the isolation of SWCNTs, a stabilized surfactant

micelle coating with it hydrophilic group pointing outward will grow around them.

The nature of such a micelle coating could have a huge dependence on the

electronic band structure of SWCNT. With this difference, enrichment of SWC-

NTs based on their chiralities can be achieved by several developed liquid-based

separation techniques, such as density gradient ultracentrifugation (DGU) [52; 53;

54; 55; 56], aqueous two-phase (ATP) extraction [57; 58; 59; 60] and gel column

chromatography [61; 62; 63].

Being a method widely used in biology for separating subcellular compo-
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Figure 2.4: (a-f) Sorting HiPco SWCNTs based on the density-gradient ultracen-
trifugation (DGU) method. Reproduced with permission from ref [53] (ref. no.:
5378310669526). Copyright 2010 Springer Nature. (g-i) Refining metallic nanotubes
from HiPco SWCNTs based on the DGU method. Reproduced with permission from
ref [54]. Copyright 2010 American Chemical Society. Panel (g) and (i) are the reso-
nant Raman excitation profiles (intensities of Raman scattering measured at varied
excitation energies) of metallic nanotubes belonging to a (2n + m) = 27 family in
the as-produced and metallic SWCNT-enriched samples, respectively. These plots
indicate the population of each (n,m) nanotube species in the sample.

Figure 2.5: (a-c) Sorting small-diameter nanotubes from CoMoCAT SWCNTs based
on the aqueous two-phase (ATP) extraction method. Reproduced with permission
from ref [60]. Copyright 2019 American Chemical Society. (d-f) Purifying HiPco
SWCNTs based on the gel column chromatography method. Reproduced with per-
mission from ref [61]. Copyright 2010 Springer Nature.
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nents with differing buoyant densities, density-gradient ultracentrifugation (DGU)

has now been applied to sort SWCNTs with different chiralities and bundle scales.

Weisman’s group adopted a nonlinear DGU method to successfully separate various

(n,m) SWCNTs that have different handedness [53] (Figure 2.4 a-f). Kono’s group

achieved a high selectivity of armchair and near-armchair metallic SWCNTs by a

DGU method applying sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) and sodium cholate (SC) as

the surfactant [54] (Figure 2.4 g-h). Aqueous two-phase extraction (ATP) and gel

column chromatography protocols had been reported by other research groups and

the separation efficiency can now be improved to that of DGU method. SWCNT

purification based on these sorting protocols can be exemplified by Flavel’s [60]

(Figure 2.5 a-c) and Kataura’s [61] (Figure 2.5 d-f) work.

Apart from isolating SWCNTs with ionic surfactant molecules, polymer

wrapping is also a widely used method to obtain nanotubes isolated to an individual

state. Previous experiments had demonstrated that long-chain molecules such as

poly(9,9-dioctylfluorene) (PFO)-based conjugated polymers [64; 65] (Figure 2.6 a-

c), Pluronic and Tetronic block copolymers [66] and DNA [67; 68; 69] can effectively

interact with SWCNT of a particular chirality or even resolve left- and right-handed

nanotubes [67] (Figure 2.6 d-g).

2.4 Filling SWCNTs by the guest materials

Filling the central pore of a SWCNT with a guest material offers the additional

benefit of creating an unconventional 1D nanostructure that cannot be directly

synthesized in free space. Previous experimental works have shown that various

kinds of materials, including pure metals[13; 70], metal chalcogenides [12; 71; 72;

73; 74; 75] (Figure 2.7a), metal halides [14; 76; 77], graphene nanoribbons[78]

(Figure 2.7b), C60 [79], water molecules [80; 81], white phosphorus [11], iodine

[82], dye molecules[10; 83] (Figure 2.7c and d) and alkane molecules [15] (Figure

2.7e and f), can be successfully encapsulated inside SWCNT nanotubes. When

binary compounds crystallise inside narrow SWCNTs, the restricted volume leads

to atomically-thin nanowires (NWs) that adopt different structures – such as linear

chains,[74; 77] zig-zag chains [74] and helical chains [77] – depending on the SWCNT

diameter.

It thus leads to an interesting question of how 1D NW/molecular chain filling

can change the physical or chemical features (e.g. optical transitions, charge carrier

generation) of the host nanotube and whether there is a possibility to investigate

the properties of the filling materials themselves. A normal change that filling
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Figure 2.6: (a) Chemical structure of Poly[9,9-dioctylfluorenyl-2,7-diyl] end capped
with Dimethylphenyl. (b) Model structures of three SWCNTs encased with
PFO chains. (c) Typical steady-state absorption spectrum of CoMoCAT SWC-
NTs wrapped by PFO compared to those isolated by Sodium Dodecyl Ben-
zene Sulphonate (SDBS). Reproduced with permission from ref [64] (ref. no.:
5378311261717). Copyright 2007 Springer Nature. (d) Simulated structures of DNA
multistrand hybrids over SWCNT surfaces. (e) Nucleic acid representations for their
respective hybrid clusters. Reproduced with permission from ref [69]. Copyright
2012 American Chemical Society. (f,g) circular dichroism (CD) and steady-state
absorption spectra of CoMoCAT SWCNTs sorted based on a DNA-assisted ATP
method. Reproduced with permission from ref [67]. Copyright 2016 American
Chemical Society.
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Figure 2.7: (a) Experimental image, simulated image and structure model of a
SWCNT filled by the zig-zag SnTe chain (on left-hand side) and the coil-like Te
chain (on right-hand side). Reproduced with permission from ref [74]. Copyright
2018 American Chemical Society. (b) Experimental image and structure model
of a twisted coronenen-based Graphene Nanoribbons (GNRs) inside a nanotube.
Reproduced with permission from ref [78]. Copyright 2011 American Chemical
Society. (c,d) Structure and photoluminescence-excitation (PLE) features of SWC-
NTs filled by 1,3-bis[4-(dimethylamino)phenyl]-squaraine (SQ) dye molecules. Emis-
sion features within the area highlighted by dashed lines in (d) originate from the
exciton energy transfer (EET) from encapsulated dye molecules to surrounding
SWCNTs. Reproduced with permission from ref [83]. Copyright 2018 American
Chemical Society. (e) Structures of a (6,5) SWCNT filled by cyclohexane and b
n-hexane. The filling of SWCNT by oversized molecules changes its structure and
leads to red-shifted photoluminescence. (f) Differences in photoluminescence en-
ergies between cyclohexane (99.9%)- and n-hexane-incubated end-opened SWCNTs
(∆E11 = E11,cyclohexane–E11,n−hexane) plotted as a function of the van der Waals pore
size of the nanotubes. Both n-hexane and cyclohexane can fit in those nanotube
pores in the yellow colored area, while only n-hexane can enter the (6,5)-SWCNT
pore. Solid curves show the trend of variation for mod = 1 and mod = 2 (n,m).
Reproduced with permission from ref [84]. Copyright 2021 Springer Nature.
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can bring to the SWCNT is the spectral shift of its excitonic features and Raman

modes. Filling SWCNTs by water molecules had been shown to lead to a slight

red-shifting and broadening of the S11 emission peak [85]. Accordingly, the time-

resolved photoluminescence decay of the materials revealed that the short-living

component had a shortened radiative lifetime after filling. The effect of water filling

was then attributed to a change of the internal dielectric environment of SWCNT

[85]. A study based on density functional theory (DFT) found that water filling can

lead to a voltage generation between the tube ends due to the interactions between

the water dipole chains and charge carriers from the SWCNTs [86].

A quantitative analysis of the effect of materials filling on the electronic

structure of SWCNTs can be exemplified by the study conducted by Qu et al [84].

By comparing the fluorescence of various (n,m) nanotube species (e.g., (6,5), (7,5),

(7,6)) which were unfilled (end-capped) and filled by alkane molecules (cyclohexane

and n-hexane), they demonstrated a dependence of PL position shift on the radial

strain on SWCNTs induced by nanotube filling (Figure 2.7f). Such a strain effect

can be expressed as:

∆Eii = (−1)i+1(−1)k+13t0σ sin 3θ (2.13)

where ∆Eii is the shift in the excitonic transition energy, i is the transition order

(i = 1, 2, 3, ... for the E11, E22, E33,... transitions), k is the mod index which

equals mod(n−m, 3), θ is the chiral angle and t0 is estimated to be 3 eV. σ is the

radial strain due to nanotube filling. Significantly, this model suggests that type-I

(mod = 1) and type-II (mod = 2) SWCNTs will show an excitonic energy shift in

the opposite direction.

Compared to water molecules, filling SWCNTs by metal halide chains had

been shown to result in a more significant change in their spectra. Eliseev et al.

had found that filling the medium-sized SWCNTs (∼1.2-1.7 nm) with CuX and

AgX (X = Cl, Br and I) NWs can lead to a relatively more significant change in

their Raman modes, with a blue-shift of RBM and tangential (G) modes by up

to 8 and 23 cm−1 being discovered. With analyses based on XPS, near-edge X-

ray absorption spectroscopy (NEXAS) and valence band spectra, they revealed an

acceptor behavior of these halogenide NWs and a charge transfer from the SWCNT

to them [76; 14].

Studying the energy flows between the filling materials and the host car-

bon nanotubes can be useful for the design of future light-harvesting materials. A
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common way of such energy convergence within the low-dimensional nanomaterials

is exciton energy transfer (EET) [87; 88; 89; 90], which has been broadly seen in

the carbon nanotube bundles [87; 88]. In a system where EET occurs, a pair of

molecules act as the energy donor and acceptor. The rate of EET can be found

from a change in the quantum yield (QY) of donor molecules, of which the relation

can be given as:

n =
QPL

QPL,0
=

kr + knr
kr + knr + kET

(2.14)

where QPL and QPL,0 are the photoluminescence quantum yield (PLQY) of donor

molecular with and without the presence of acceptor molecular, n is the ratio be-

tween the two QY values, kr, knr and kET are the rates of radiative recombination,

non-radiative recombination and EET.

In recent years, exciton energy transfer (EET) in filled SWCNT systems has

been studied. Based on evidence found by the photoluminescence characterization,

an energy transfer from the encapsulated dye molecules to the outside SWCNTs

has been demonstrated [10; 83] (Figure 2.7d). These discoveries demonstrated the

promise of filled SWCNTs as a light harvester with an active wavelength range from

the UV to up to the mid-infrared.

2.5 Functionalization of the SWCNTs

SWCNTs can interact with polymers or dye molecules through a noncovalent and

a covalent manner. The noncovalent nanotube-polymer interaction, known to be

achieved through π − π attraction [91], is exemplified by exfoliating the nanotubes

with small molecules such as SDS or wrapping the nanotubes surface by conju-

gated copolymers that have a significantly larger molecular weight. Due to the

covalent bond-free nature of such a strategy, the effect of defect generation on

carbon nanotubes that hinders determination of their intrinsic features can be

minimised. In recent years, efficient individualization of nanotubes and chiral-

ity selection have been achieved based on various types of copolymers, such as

poly(9,9-dioctylfluorene) (PFO) [64; 65], poly(9,9-di-n-dodecylfluorene) (PFD) [92]

and poly(9,9-dioctylfluorene-alt-benzothiadiazole) (F8BT) [93]. The breakthroughs

in elucidating the relation between polymer structure and nanotube selectivity can

provide the opportunity for a large-scale production of valuable SWCNT-based

materials, which paves the way for developing advanced electronic nanodevices
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[94; 95; 96; 97].

sp3-functionalization of SWCNTs is a method to introduce covalently bound

species onto the nanotube side walls and result in the creation of sp3 defects. The

chemicals applied so far to achieve the functionalization include oxygen [53], dia-

zonium salts [98], molecules with alkyl groups [99] and aromatic compounds [100].

Due to the introduction of fluorescent defects, an outcome of such functionalization

is the creation of an exciton trap state on the lower-energy side of the E11 excitonic

state, which gives rise to an additional fluorescence features known as E−
11 and E−

11∗.

The quantitative change in the SWCNT band structure due to these photo-active

defects can lead to promising features such as exciton localization and upconver-

sion [101]. It was also discovered that the configuration of functional groups can be

modified based on a change of solvent type during the defect formation, enabling a

wider spectral window of the materials towards telecom wavelengths [102].

2.6 Doping the carbon nanotubes

Post-chemical processing and surface functionalization can usually lead to a p- (nan-

otubes receive holes) or n-type (receive electrons) doping of carbon nanotubes, which

is desirable for semiconductor devices. While p-type doping is normal to carbon nan-

otubes as they can readily accept holes from naturally absorbed oxygen [103], n-type

doping is relatively non-trivial and can’t last for long in air. Previously discovered

methods to turn carbon nanotubes into a n-type are mostly based on introducing

n-type dopant such as alkali metal [104], nitrogen-containing molecules [105; 106]

or supramolecular salts [107] outside of them. A precise control of the electrical

conductivity and thermoelectric charge carrier property achieved by such a dop-

ing strategy can offer a potential avenue for producing high-performance carbon

nanotube-based electronics [104; 105; 106; 107; 108].

2.7 Summary

Single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs) are regarded as rolled-up 2D graphene,

whose electronic properties can be changed sensitively by structure modifications

(e.g. diameter, chiral angle). Due to the polydispersive nature and a lack of unifor-

mity of the as-synthesized SWCNTs, commercial applications of them are limited.

Rapid development of the techniques to isolate and separate nanotubes has enabled

discrimination of carbon nanotubes by their chiralities and sizes, which enable bulk

materials of monodispersed SWCNTs to be produced.
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Functionalization of carbon nanotubes offers additional degrees of freedom

to tune their physiochemical and optical properties. Such a strategy can be achieved

either through non-covalent interaction with surfactant molecules or conjugated

copolymers, or by introducing covalently bound species on the SWCNT side wall.

Besides nanotube functionalization, filling SWCNTs by the guest material has also

been achieved in recent decades, which raised concerns of investigating the potential

interaction between the encapsulated 1D structure and the host nanotube.

With a high tunability of the optical and electronic properties due to physical

variations provided by the structure diversity and the feasibility of functionalization

or filling, SWCNTs and SWCNT-containing materials have a vast range of proposed

applications including transistors, logic gates, photonics and electronics. It is fore-

seen that the large-scale production of SWCNTs with high values, i.e. having a

substantially large degree of structure and dispersivity control, can be a focus of

future works in the field.
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Chapter 3

Characterization Techniques

and Equipment

In this chapter we introduce the characterizing techniques used in this study. The

properties of materials were investigated by both electron microscopy and optical

spectroscopy.

3.1 A list of equipment and operation parameters

Various types of characterization methods were carried out in this study to in-

vestigate the structure and optical properties of materials. For investigations on

the atomic structure of NW-filled SWCNTs, high-resolution transmission electron

microscopy (HRTEM) and annular dark-field scanning transmission electron micro-

scope (ADF-STEM) based on a doubly aberration-corrected (AC) instrument were

applied. An electron acceleration voltage of 200 kV was used throughout nearly all

of the experiments. Although such a relatively high voltage means a large electron

dose (number of electrons per area and time) and can potentially induce the knock-

on damage (an elastic scattering process occurred when the incident electron beam

interact with the sample material and knock the nuclei out from it to create defects)

on the sample [91], we observed that the atomic NWs and carbon nanotubes can

retain a stabilized conformation over the duration of multiple scans (staying in the

same sample region for up to 5 min).

The morphology and topography of materials (e.g., thin films produced by

vacuum filtration) were studied by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and atomic

force microscopy (AFM). Examination of the chemical composition of materials was

conducted based on the energy dispersive X-ray analysis (EDX) operated during
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SEM or STEM measurement. The effects of NW filling on the chemical and optical

properties of SWCNTs were studied by steady-state, time-resolved and X-ray spec-

troscopy. A list of the equipment applied for this study and their explanations is

shown as follows:

Table 3.1: Characterization instruments and operation pa-

rameters

Name Brand Use Parameters

HRTEM JEOL ARM 200F

& JEOL JEM-

2100

analysing the nanos-

tructure of material

Electron voltage:

200 kV

ADF-

STEM

JEOL ARM 200F Analyze the atom

conformation of ma-

terial.

Electron voltage:

200 kV, collection

semi-angle: 35-180

mrad

SAED JEOL ARM 200F Study the crystal

structure and phase.

SEM Zeiss Gemini Analyze the mor-

phology of film-state

materials.

Electron voltage:

0.3-10 kV

EDX Zeiss Gemini Chemical composi-

tion investigation.

Signal collection de-

pends on the working

distance in SEM and

tilt angle of sample

specimen in TEM.

XPS Study the chemical

composition and ele-

mental valence.

UV-Vis-

NIR ab-

sorption

PerkinElmer

LAMBDA1050

Analyze sample op-

tical absorption fea-

tures.

Scattered signals are

analyzed by the inte-

grating sphere.
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PL HORIBA

Fluorolog-3

Analyze the fluores-

cence of sample.

Excitation ranges

and gratings: 330-

800 nm (1200

grooves/mm), 800-

1000 nm (600

grooves/mm)

Raman

spec-

troscopy

Renishaw In-

Via Reflex

& HORIBA

LabRam HR

Evolution

Investigate the Ra-

man scattering fea-

tures of samples. &

output power 2.5

mW. Use a focal

lens with a numerical

aperture (N.A.) of

0.9 for nearly all ex-

citation wavelengths

except 325 nm (using

a UV-enhanced lens

with an N.A. of 0.4)

FTIR Bruker Vertex

70V

Analyze the far-

infrared absorption

of samples.

Detect both MIR

(6000-400 cm−1) and

FIR (400-130 cm−1

ranges.

THz-TDS - Analyze the far-

infrared absorption

of samples down to

<1 THz.

THz beam are gen-

erated by the pho-

toconductive emitter

and detected by the

ZnTe crystal.

Transient

absorption

- Analyze the exciton

and charge carrier

decay dynamics on a

time scale of down to

<20 fs.

white light supercon-

tinuum is generated

by a CaF2 (330-720

nm) or a sapphire

(720-1100 nm) crys-

tal.

OPTP - Analyze the charge

carrier decay dynam-

ics.
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Temperature

controller

for Raman

Linkim TSHM600 Control temperature

for Raman measure-

ments.

Temperature range:

20-400 ◦C, ramp

rate: 40 ◦C per

minute

Temperature

controller

for PL

Oxford Optistat Control temperature

for the PL measure-

ments.

Measurement tem-

perature: ∼80 K

Plasma

cleaner

diener Clean the sample

surface by plasma

treatment.

-

3.2 Abberation-corrected TEM and STEM

A transmission electron microscope (TEM) employs a high voltage to generate the

electron beam and contains several components such as electromagnetic lenses, de-

flectors and aperture to manipulate it. As the electron beam passes the sample

specimen, part of it transmits through to form an image of the sample whilst the

rest part diffracts and is focused into a set of spots on the back focal plane of the lens

behind the sample specimen, known as the diffraction pattern. A scanning transmis-

sion electron microscope (STEM) is a conventional TEM equipped with additional

components such as scan coils and detectors to capture the bright-field (BF), annular

dark-field (ADF) and high-angle annular dark-field (HAADF) images. It employs

an aperture behind the lens before sample specimen to focus the electron beam to a

tiny spot and records an image as the focused electron beam (called the probe beam)

is rastering across the sample region. For the Jeol ARM 200F TEM, the aberration

is corrected in both of the probe-forming (in STEM mode) and image-forming (in

conventional TEM mode) optics, allowing characterization with an atomic resolu-

tion in both of the STEM and conventional TEM mode. A schematic to describe

the principle of TEM, selected area electron diffraction (SAED) and STEM is shown

in Figure 3.1.

The detection limit (smallest probed distance) of a TEM is defined by the

Rayleigh criterion:
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δ =
0.61λ

µ sinβ
(3.1)

where λ is the wavelength of electron beam, µ the refractive index of view medium

and β the collection semi-angle. Due to the fact that electrons in TEM are ac-

celerated by the electrostatic potential drop, the higher the potential (acceleration

voltage) means the shorter the wavelength λ. This will provide a smaller detection

limit. Also, the above theories and principles make it clear that imaging at the

focus (corresponding to the largest collection semi-angle) will provide the smallest

detection limit but the lowest contrast, whilst imaging at an over- or under-focused

condition (corresponding to a relatively smaller collection semi-angle) will improve

the contrast but at the cost of resolution. Additionally, other issues such as abbera-

tion, sample inhomogeneity (thickness variation, specimen tilting) and electron dose

variation can also lower the quality of images. Since the materials studied here are

treated by the liquid-phase processing, there are further problems of sample con-

tamination due to the surfactant molecules. We found that the existence of these

organic compounds can cause hydrocarbon contamination build up and seriously

reduce the image resolution. To avoid such issues, the TEM samples were baked in

an vacuum oven at 100-150 ◦C for 12 h prior to characterization and beam showering

was conducted before image acquisition.

For the general TEM or ADF-STEM imaging carried out in this study, the

pixel dwell time was chosen to be 5, 10 and 20 µs for the search, preview and capture

modes. ADF-STEM measurement was conducted by inserting a 30 µm condenser

lens in the electron beam path, which reduced the current density to about 0.2

pA·cm−2 on the fluorescence screen.

3.3 AFM Morphology and Mechanical Property Mea-

surements

In AFM a sharp probe (cantilever) is brought into close proximity to a sample with

aims to acquire the interaction force between the cantilever tip and the material

surface. Such a kind of force can result in the displacement of the tip, which can

be monitored by detecting the position change of a laser beam reflected off the

back of a cantilever, known as a beam-bounce scheme. The displacement change

while the tip interacts with the sample surface can be given once a setpoint value (or

imaging force) is defined. In AFM a propotional-integral-differential (PID) feedback
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Figure 3.1: Schematic of TEM operated in different modes: conventional bright-
field imaging, electron diffraction and scanning mode. Aberrations in the figure:
CL-condenser lens, CLA-condenser lens aperture, OL-objective lens, SA-selected
area aperture, BF-bright field, ADF-annular dark field.

controller can drive the z-piezo to optimize the setpoint value to better match with

the real-time signals. The processes can be illustratively shown in Figure 3.2a.

The most common scan mode for an AFM is the tapping mode, which re-

quires the cantilever to oscillate at its resonant frequency (normally up to hundreds

of kHz). The disadvantage of such a scan mode is the frequent change of the setpoint

value while scanning over an homogeneous surface (e.g. a sample with both hard

and soft regimes), which then causes a dramatic change of the cantilever dynamics

and introduce noise to the scan.

The AFM system applied in this study adopts a non-resonant scan mode

known as peak-force tapping, which allows the cantilever to oscillate at a frequency

of 1-8 kHz. The benefits of such a method are the application of a relatively low

setpoint force value (down to <1 nN) and the ability to detect the deflection (or

the force) during the tip engagement and withdrawal (Figure 3.2b) on each pixel

of the scan. Additionally, the peak-force tapping method enables the quantum

nanomechanical (QNM) properties of materials, including Young’s modulus, adhe-

sion, dissipation and deformation to be directly measured.

For the AFM experiments conducted here, the peak-force tapping mode was

adopted and the nanomechanical properties of materials were analyzed. With the
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Figure 3.2: (a) Principle of AFM. (b) Force on the cantilever tip as a function of
time and height. During tapping, the tip experiences an engaging and a withdrawing
period, where different types of signals can be extracted.

help of these characterizations, the homogeneity of SWCNTs after the filling and

chemical treatments which can be affected by the coexistence of surfactant aggre-

gates or inorganic particles was investigated.

Knowing the actual dimension of individual SWCNTs is important to the

accurate estimation of their excitonic and optical properties (e.g. plasmonic reso-

nance frequency is related to the nanotube diameter and length [109; 110]). To allow

the actual morphology of individualized nanotubes to be characterized, the AFM

samples are prepared by drop-casting or spin-coating the solution-state nanotubes

on the quartz substrate followed by removal of the surfactant molecules. The sample

cleaning was conducted by a plasma treatment followed by washing with isoproponal

for three times and DI water once. A good imaging quality was obtained with a min-

imum amount of soft materials (e.g. SDS surfactant) in the sample. The resolution

of AFM is limited by the radius of the cantilever tip (2-12 nm for the Scanasyst-Air

SiN cantilever used here throughout the study). Only the height signals were used

for the determination of diameters of isolated nanotubes (∼ 1 nm).

3.3.1 SEM and EDX analysis

The chemical compositions of the SWCNT samples were studied by X-ray energy

dispersive spectroscopic (EDX) characterization based on a Zeiss Gemini scanning

electron microscope (SEM) equipped with a silicon drift detector. The principle

of EDX characterization is described here. Upon irradiation by the electron beam,

an electron on the inner shell of an atom can be excited and ejected from it, with

another electron on the outer and higher-energy shell filling the hole left on this
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inner shell. The difference in energy between the higher-energy shell and the lower

energy shell is then released in the form of an X-ray and its energies which indicate

the atomic structure of an element are then detected by EDX, yielding the chemical

and elemental information of the sample.

For conventional morphology measurement, a low electron acceleration volt-

age of less than 1 kV was used and images were capsuled by an ’InLens’ detector.

For chemical analysis by EDX, a high acceleration voltage of 20 kV and a sufficiently

long working distance of 8.5 cm were applied in order to collect enough X-ray signal.

3.4 Steady-state spectroscopic measurements

3.4.1 UV-vis-NIR absorption

The absorption features associated with excitonic transitions of SWCNTs (E11, E22,

E33, etc.) which present in the UV-Vis-NIR wavelength regime were measured by

a PerkinElmer LAMBDA1050 spectrometer. The instrument was equipped with

a deuterium and a tunsten halogen lamp as the light source, and a photomulti-

plier (PMT), a peltier-controlled InGaAs and a PbS detector to characterize the

signals from 175 nm to 1500 nm. Different types of materials were tested for this

study, including solution-state, gelatin-embedded and filtrated thin film samples.

For solution-state SWCNTs and filtrated thin films, pure SDS aqueous medium of

the same concentration and quartz substrate of the same thickness were applied as

the references for background subtraction. For gelatin-embedded samples, only the

substrate was used as the reference due to the difficulty of accurately controlling the

thickness of gelatin film. A spectrum of the substrate with the pure gelatin film was

then taken and rescaled with respect to the spectrum of SWCNT-containing film

sample for the estimation of the background level.

3.4.2 Photoluminescence excitation (PLE)

Photoluminescence of carbon nanotubes is generated by interband recombination

of the electron-hole pairs [111]. Because of the very fast inter-subband relaxation

(e.g. from E22 to E11 or E33 to E22), which had been determined to be on a

timescale of ∼ 40 fs [40], photoluminescence on the E11 excitonic state will dominate

in SWCNTs. Due to the presence of an exceptionally high density of states at

van Hove Singularities (vHSs), prominent fluorescence would be induced following

light absorption at photon energies Eii, as shown in Figure 3.3a. Apart from the

resonant excitation at Eii, other origins of photoluminescence in SWCNTs include
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Figure 3.3: (a) Schematic diagram of the density of states and van Hove singular-
ities of a semiconducting SWCNT. Vertical upward green and blue arrows depict
the optical excitations with energies E22 and E33. Red downward arrow denotes
photoluminescence generation due to E11 emission transition. (b) Typical pho-
toluminescence excitation (PLE) map of a SWCNT sample containing only (7,5)
nanotubes. The two signal maxima are attributed to the photoluminescence follow-
ing E22 and E33 resonant excitation.

the existence of exciton-phonon bound states [112], exciton energy transfer [87] and

non-resonance absorption [113].

In the study here, we characterized the photoluminescence of SWCNTs fol-

lowing excitation in a wide range of wavelengths. In this way, a photoluminescence-

excitation (PLE) 2D contour map showing the variation of fluorescence intensity

against both the excitation and emission wavelengths can be generated. Because

of the fast internal relaxation to the available states below the first excitonic state,

photoluminescence of the metallic SWCNTs cannot be detected. The PLE map thus

only provides the information of semiconducting SWCNTs. After obtaining the ex-

perimental Eii wavelengths for a SWCNT species of interest from PLE contour map

and converting them to energies, the chirality of a nanotube can be determined

by matching these energies to the theoretical energies of a certain (n,m) nanotube

calculated based on the empirical transition energy model introduced in Section

2.2 [28]. The PLE map of a SWCNT sample containing only semiconducting (7,5)

nanotubes is illustratively shown by Figure 3.3b. The photoluminescence is seen

at an emission wavelength of ∼ 1024 nm, which corresponds to the wavelength of

E11 excitonic state of (7,5) SWCNTs. The fluorescence maximum encountered at

the excitation wavelengths of ∼ 645 nm and ∼ 340 nm are induced by the E22 and

E33 resonant excitation, respectively.

A HORIBA Fluorolog-3 spectrometer equipped with a Xenon lamp that gen-
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erated a broadband excitation beam was employed for the PLE measurements. A

single-grating monochromator was applied to select the excitation wavelength. A

single photon-counting PMT detector was used to detect fluorescence signals in the

near-infrared (850-1350 nm) wavelengths. The spectrometer corrected for variations

in the lamp output (by counting excitation signals from a silicon photodiode de-

tector) and the detector monochromator’s sensitivity. The solution-state SWCNT

sample was loaded into a cuvette with 1 cm path length for the measurement. The

fluorescence of solutions and thin films were collected in a right-angle and a front-face

geometry, respectively. A band-pass filter with nearly 100 % transmittance between

332-807 nm was placed after the excitation grating slit. A NIR long-pass glass filter

was placed before the emission grating slit to block Rayleigh scattering signals. To

characterize the phonon sidebands of the SWCNTs, measurements were carried out

at excitation wavelengths between 850 nm and 1000 nm, which required changing

the excitation grating from 1200 grooves/mm to 600 grooves/mm. According to the

relation between nanotube diameter and the wavelength of their optical transitions

[28], the wavelengths of E11 for semiconducting SWCNTs smaller than 1 nm are

less than 1300 nm. The spectrometer is capable of detecting the photoluminescence

from these narrow SWCNTs.

Low-temperature photoluminescence of the gelatin-embedded SWCNT films

was characterized based on a cryostat (Oxford Optistat) which allowed the temper-

ature to be maintained at 80 K.

3.4.3 Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR)

The MIR and FIR absorbance of the SWCNT thin film was examined by a Bruker

Vertex 70V Fourier-transform infrared spectrometer (130-2500 cm−1 or 0.016-0.31 eV).

The measurements were taken in a transmission geometry with a DLaTGS detec-

tor being used to collect the signals. The FIR (130-400 cm−1) and MIR (400-6000

cm−1) excitation beams were selected by a silicon and a KBr splitter, respectively.

An aperture size of 3 mm was used throughout the experiments.

3.4.4 Time-domain terahertz spectroscopy (THz-TDS)

Terahertz (THz) radiation incident onto a finite-length metallic or doped semicon-

ducting SWCNT launches collective charge oscillations along the nanotube axis,

driving electrons and holes along opposite directions of a tube, which are known

as plasmons [110; 114; 115]. The created electric dipole generate an electric field

opposing the incident electromagnetic field, which is known as the depolarization
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field. The charge carriers on SWCNTs are forced to undergo harmonic oscillation

as a result of not only the applied electromagnetic field but also the electrostatic

restoring force arising from the depolarization field. This makes the conductivity of

SWCNTs in the far-infrared and THz regimes to be modelled by plasmon resonance

[115]. It can be described by a Lorentzian model, for which the frequency-dependent

conductivity of carbon nanotubes is given as:

σ(ω) =
Ne

m∗
iγp

ω2 − ω2
0 + iωγp

(3.2)

where N is the density of charge carriers, e = 1.602 × 1019 C is electron charge, m∗

is the effective mass of charge carriers, ω0 is the plasmon resonance frequency and

γp is the phenomenological scattering rate for the plasmon response.

The plasmon resonance frequency ω0 is related to the geometry, dielectric

constants and charge carrier density N :

ω0 =

√
g
Ne2

ϵ0m∗
(3.3)

with g representing a factor related to the geometry and the dielectric constants

of SWCNTs and surrounding medium. ϵ0 = 8.854 × 10−12 Fm−1 is the dielectric

permittivity of free space.

To characterize the free carrier properties and conductivity of SWCNTs, a

THz-TDS setup measuring absorbance within frequencies of 0.2-3 THz was applied.

The THz-TDS setup and characterizing method here are similar to those applied

in the research work previously conducted by our group [116; 117; 118]. In specific,

the femtosecond (fs) laser beam generated by a MaiTai laser was split into a pump

and a probe beam. The pump beam was focused on a THz emitter, which was a

photoconductive antenna (PCA) consisting of a substrate of gallium arsenide (GaAs)

and two parallel gold electrodes deposited on it, to generate THz pulses. The THz

radiation was focused onto the test sample and then onto the detector by off-axis

parabolic (OAP) mirrors. The detection of THz beam was based on electro-optic

sampling. The probe beam gates the detector, which responses to the amplitude

and sign of the electric field of the THz pulse. The detection system consists of an

electro-optic crystal (zinc telluride (ZnTe) for the experiments here), a quarter wave

(λ/4 plate, the Wollaston prism and balanced photodiode. The principle of THz

radiation detection is as follows: when THz pulse arrives in the electro-optic crystal,
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its birefringence is changed, resulting in the modulation of the phase of the probe

beam. The λ/4 plate turns the probe beam from linearly polarized to circularly

polarized (elliptically polarized if there is a phase shift caused by the THz pulse).

Afterwards, the probe beam is split into two orthogonal components by a Wollaston

prism, which are sent into the balanced photodiodes and are converted into the

current signals. A lock-in amplifier characterizes the difference in the intensities of

these two components measured by the photodiodes. This difference is proportional

to the field strength of THz pulse arriving into the electro-optic crystal. By changing

the time delay of the pump beam relative to that of the probe beam based on

a mechanical delay stage, a time profile of the THz field strength (time-domain

waveform) can be obtained. By fast Fourier transform (FFT), complex transmission

coefficient as a function of frequency corresponding to the ratio of electric fields for

tests on the sample and reference materials, T (ω) = Esample/Eref , can be obtained.

3.5 Time-resolved spectroscopic measurements

3.5.1 Transient absorption spectroscopy

The transient dynamics of excitons in the SWCNT samples were examined by tran-

sient absorption (TA) spectroscopy. After the SWCNTs are excited by the pump

beam, it shows a reduced ground-state absorbance as the ground state is partially

depopulated (Figure 3.4). Therefore, the occurrence of reduced absorbance of the

probe pulse is called ground-state bleach (GSB) or photo-bleaching (PB), which

leads to negative differential absorbance (∆A < 0) at the spectral positions of the

steady-state absorption bands (Figure 3.5a). When the interaction with the probe

pulse further promotes an already excited SWCNT to a higher-lying excited state,

the decrease in the probe’s intensity due to the excited state absorption (ESA)

leads to positive differential absorbance (∆A > 0) at probe energies corresponding

to the energy difference between the higher-lying excited state and the lower-lying

excited state (Figure 3.4 and Figure 3.5b). Alternatively, a shift in the transient

frequency can also lead to positive and negative differential absorbance (Figure

3.5c).

For the measurement, a pump beam and a probe beam were derived from

the optical parametric amplifiers (TOPAS) which were seeded with 1 kHz, 40 fs,

800 nm pulses generated by doubly amplified Ti:Sapphire laser (Newport Spectra

Physics Spitfire Ace PA). The pump beam was mechanically chopped at 500 Hz.

Different white light probe continuua (330-720 nm and 700-1100 nm) were produced

from a CaF2 crystal pumped at 800 nm, and a sapphire crystal pumped at 1300 nm,
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Figure 3.4: Schematic diagrams describing the different types of signal responses in
TA. Here α and α∗ stand for the absorption coefficients of SWCNT at the equilibrium
and the photoexcited state, respectively. Red and blue upward arrows denote the
pump and probe, respectively. Green downward arrow denotes the recovery of the
population.

Figure 3.5: Schematic diagrams showing the generation of negative and positive
TA signal responses. (a) Depopulation of the ground state leads to decreased ab-
sorbance of the probe beam and causes ground-state bleach (GSB). (b) Excitation
of a nanotube from the lower-lying excited state (E11) to the higher-lying excited
state (E22) leads to increased absorbance of the probe beam and results in excited
state absorption (ESA). (c) A shift of the temporal frequency can also give rise to
negative and positive differential absorbance.
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Figure 3.6: Schematic of the ultrafast pump-probe spectroscopy setup.

respectively. A set of neutral-density filters and narrow band-pass filters were placed

in the beam path to avoid saturation of the detector (taking a maximum of 16,000

counts per scan) while affording a broadband white light supercontinuum. The

obtained transient signals are averaged differential absorbance over multiple spectral

scans:

∆OD(t) = ODon(t) −ODoff (t) = log10 (
Ion
Ioff

) (3.4)

where Ion and Ioff are the intensities of transmitted white light beam under and

without photoexcitation. To compare the dynamics of various transient features

more straightforwardly, the transient absorption signals are normalized to the high-

est signal strength measured right after photoexcitation (∆OD0), obtaining:

∆ODnorm(t) = OD(t)/∆OD0 (3.5)

A schematic of the pump-probe setup used to probe the signals in the NIR

region (720-1100 nm) is shown in Figure 3.6.

The IR pulse width was 40 fs, which defined the resolution of the experi-

ment. The solution-state SWCNTs were transferred into a 1 mm beam path quartz

cuvette for the measurement, which induced a power loss of ∼5 %. To carry out

measurements under both resonant and non-resonant conditions, pump wavelengths
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of 350 nm, 500 nm, 590 nm and 625 nm were chosen for the semiconducting SWCNT

samples. The pump fluences were set to a wide range (0.1-20 mJ cm−2 per pulse)

in order for a deep understanding of the optical pathways in SWCNTs at both the

linear and non-linear conditions. The acquired TA signals were chirp-corrected and

those detected at negative time delays were subtracted to remove the effect of pump

scattering.

Experimental TA dynamics can be modelled based on the exciton decay

rate equation and a excitation profile. The rate equation applied here is in a bi-

exciton Auger recombination type in order to describe the large non-linear property

of SWCNTs. Details of rate equation are given in the following chapters.

The profile of excitation beam can be considered as a Gaussian function with

a duration on the scale of the pump pulse (∼40-100 fs), which can be expressed as:

f(t) = 2

√
log 2√
πw

· exp(−4 log 2(
t

w
)2) (3.6)

with w the duration of the profile.

3.5.2 Optical-pump/terahertz-probe (OPTP) spectroscopy

The dynamics of photoexcited charge carriers can be examined based on a rela-

tive change in the THz electric field after photoexcitation. In practice, this type

of transient features can be characterized by OPTP spectroscopy [116; 117]. The

experimental setup and characterizing methods are detailed in the following. The

1 kHz, 800 nm fs laser output from the same Ti:sapphire laser used for TA mea-

surements was split into a pump and a probe beam. The pump beam was incident

on a spintronic emitter to generate THz radiation [119]. The probe beam was used

to gate the detector. The THz radiation was detected via electro-optic sampling in

a ZnTe crystal. Compared to the THz-TDS system, OPTP employs an additional

optical pump beam derived from an optical parametric amplifier (TOPAS) to pho-

toexcite the sample. An extra mechanical delay stage was applied to change the

time delay of this optical pump relative to that of the THz pulse. A high-precision,

high-resolution oscilloscope (Pico Technology PicoScope 4262) was applied to record

the balanced photodiode outputs for gate pulses (the 800 nm probe pulses mentioned

above). To allow the electric field strength of the THz beam transmitted through

the tested sample under the photoexcited condition (Eon) and the one without op-

tical pump irradiation (Eoff ) to be measured, the beam used to pump the THz

emitter and the optical pump beam were mechanically chopped at 500 and 250 Hz,
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respectively. This scheme results in four types of signals, which are signal A (optical

pump pulse on, THz pulse on), signal B (optical pump pulse on, THz pulse off),

signal C (optical pump pulse off, THz pulse on) and signal D (optical pump pulse

off, THz pulse off), and we can then have Eon ∝ (A − B) and Eoff ∝ (C −D). A

change in the THz transmission, ∆T/Toff , at the sample due to photoexcitation is

thus given as:

∆T/Toff = ∆E/Eoff = (Eon − Eoff )/Eoff =
(A−B) − (C −D)

C −D
(3.7)

Negative transient signals (∆E/E < 0) are induced by the increased ab-

sorbance of THz beam due to the generation of photo-excited charge carriers, while

positive transient signals (∆E/E > 0 are induced by the decreased absorption of

THz beam due to following reasons: (i) the photo-excited excitons can form trions

by taking the electrons or holes from doping. Trions have a higher mass and a

lower conductivity, leading to decreased THz absorbance [116]; (ii) enhanced inter-

tube interaction due to the existence of both metallic and semiconducting carbon

nanotubes within a bundle.

The tested samples for OPTP characterizations in this thesis are SWCNT

thin films lying on the quartz substrate which have a typical thickness of ∼ 100nm.

With thin film approximation, the complex conductivity ∆σ(ω) = δ∆T
Toff

ni+nk
Z0

, where

δ is the film thickness, Z0 = 377 Ω is impedance of free space, ni and nk are,

respectively, refractive indices of the medium before and after the sample.

3.6 Raman spectroscopy

Raman scattering is an inelastic light scattering event, during which both the di-

rection and frequency of the photon will change [120]. It consists of following steps:

(i) an electron is excited from the valence energy band to the conduction energy

band after absorbing light; (ii) the electron scatters by emitting (or absorbing) a

phonon and (iii) the electron relaxes back onto the valence energy band and emits a

photon. Raman spectroscopy measures the intensity of emitted light as a function

of frequency shift of the scattered photons, enabling the phonon frequencies and

phonon dispersion relations of the material to be accurately determined. Depend-

ing on whether emitting or absorbing a phonon, Raman scattering can be classified

as a Stokes process or an anti-Stokes process, respectively.

The number of emitted phonons before the relaxation of the lattice can be
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one, two, and so on. We call them one-phonon, two-phonon and multi-phonon Ra-

man processes, respectively. The order of a scattering event is defined as its number

in the sequence of the total scattering events, including elastic scattering by an im-

perfection (e.g. a defect or edge) of the crystal. In order for an electron to recombine

with a hole, the scattered k + q states (k and q are the electron and phonon vec-

tors, respectively) should not differ from k by more than two times the photon wave

vector. This momentum conservation requirement and the small wave vector of the

photon is the reason why we usually observe zone-center q = 0 or Γ point phonon

modes in a solid. For SWCNTs, the low-frequency radial breathing mode (RBM)

and high-frequency G mode are two typical first-order Raman modes. RBMs are

a unique phonon mode that are prominent in SWCNTs. It is a bond-stretching

out-of-plane mode for which all carbon atoms move coherently along the radial di-

rection. Since the mass of all carbon atoms along the circumferential direction is

proportional to the SWCNT diameter, the frequency of RBM depends inversely on

the nanotube diameter [120]. The intensity of first-order Raman scattering process

can be expressed as [120]:

I(ω,EL) = C(
Ea

Ej
)[n(q, µ) + 1]

∑
j

|
∑
a

Md(k− q, jb)M ep(q, ba)Md(k, aj)

∆Eaj(∆Eaj − ℏω)
|2 (3.8)

where ω is frequency, EL is the energy of incident laser, C is a constant in-

dependent of nanotube chirality, n(q, ) stands for the number of phonons, Md(k, aj)

is a matrix element associated with the electric dipole interaction with the incident

photon to make a transition from state a to state j, and M ep(q, ba) is a matrix ele-

ment linked to the electron-phonon interaction, Md(k, aj) is a matrix element linked

to the electric dipole interaction that gives emission of a photon with the transition

from state j to state b. ∆Eaj is the energy difference between the starting state a

and the final state j. ℏω is the phonon energy.

When the optical absorption (or emission) is to (or from) a real electronic

state, the energy denominators in the oscillator strength becomes singular. There

are thus two resonance conditions for optical transitions: (1) resonance with the

incident laser photon, EL = ∆E and (2) resonance with the scattered photon,

EL = ∆E+ℏω, with ∆E the energy difference between two electronic states. As well

as to the resonant enhancement, a singularity in the joint density of states (JDOS)

contributes to the Raman intensity. If energy of either the incident or the emitted

photon matches that of the van Hove Singularities, strong Raman scattering can

be detected. The polarization geometry can also affect the Raman intensity [121].
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Such a change has a dependence on the symmetry of the phonon mode of interest.

In this study, Raman measurements were carried out on various instruments,

including Renishaw InVia Reflex, Horiba T64000 triple stage and Horiba LabRam

HR Evolution. The LabRam spectrometer was equipped with a laser excitation of

600 nm or 488 nm, with both lasers providing maximum optical power of 50 mW at

the sample, and a 600 l/mm grating. The inVia systems were equipped with 325 nm

(0.5 mW), 442 nm (25 mW), 514.5 nm (38 mW), 532 nm (20 mW), 633 nm (10 mW)

and 785 nm (30 mW) with maximum powers at the sample as indicated. All data on

the Invia system were collected by a 1800 l/mm grating except for the 325 nm and

442 nm excitation, which used a 2400 l/mm grating and 785 nm using a 1200 l/mm.

The HORIBA T64000 instrument applied a triple-grating system to generate a 562

nm excitation beam.

To get the desired S/N ratio while avoiding heating or damaging the sam-

ple, the laser power was generally reduced to 1 to 5% of its maximum. The laser

beams in visible wavelengths (>442 nm) were brought to a micron-scale spot fo-

cus (<5 microns) onto the sample by a ×50 objective lens, with N.A. 0.9, while

the 325 nm beam was focused by a ×40 UV-enhanced objective lens. Spectra were

collected in the back-scattering configuration. Temperature-dependent Raman mea-

surements were conducted on the Linkam stage (THMS600) with a ramping rate of

40◦C. The excitation beam power for these temperature-dependent measurements

was increased by few times to compensate for the power loss at the quartz window

on the stage. A spectrum was acquired 2 min after the temperature reached the

set value. The issue of sample moving and defocusing during heating can be ne-

glected as the Raman spectra were normalized to their background signal intensities

afterward.

3.7 X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS)

XPS is a technique applied to analyze the composition of elements and chemical

bonds. It detects kinetic energies of photoelectrons generated by the incident X-ray

and obtains a plot of the number of electrons varying against binding energies, which

are calculated by:

Ebinding = Ephoton − Ekinetic − ϕ (3.9)

where Ebinding, Ephoton and Ekinetic are electron binding energy, X-ray photon energy
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and kinetic energy of emitted electrons, respectively. The work function ϕ is a

correction factor for the instrument and correlates to the minimum energy required

to eject an electron from an atom.

Each element in the material will produce a number of peaks that present

at binding energies corresponding to the energy levels of atoms (e.g., 1s, 2s, 2p, 3s).

The peak intensity, or electron counts, would thus indicate the amount of an element

within the XPS sampling volumn. Since XPS only detects the fraction of electrons

which escape from the sample, it is a type of surface-sensitive characterizing tech-

nique.

To carry out XPS measurements on the vacuum-filtered SWCNT thin films,

they were attached to electrically-conductive carbon tape and mounted on to a sam-

ple bar, before being loaded into a Kratos Axis Ultra DLD spectrometer. The load

lock was pumped to below 1 × 10−6 mbar before sample transfer to the analysis

chamber. After sample transfer, the analysis chamber had a base pressure below

1×10−10 mbar. XPS was performed with the sample illuminated using a monochro-

mated Al Kα x-ray source (hν = 1486.7 eV).

XPS measurements were performed in the main analysis chamber, with the

sample being illuminated using a monochromated Al Kα x-ray source (ℏν = 1486.7

eV). The measurements were conducted at room temperature and at a take-off angle

of 90◦ with respect to the surface parallel. The core level spectra were recorded

using a pass energy of 20 eV (with a resolution of approximately 0.4 eV), from an

analysis area of 300 mm × 700 mm . The work function and binding energy scale

of the spectrometer were calibrated using the Fermi edge and 3d5/2 peak recorded

from a polycrystalline Ag sample prior to the commencement of the experiments.

The data were analysed in the CasaXPS package using Shirley backgrounds and

mixed Gaussian-Lorentzian (Voigt) lineshapes, with asymmetry parameters where

appropriate. Due to surface charging during the experiment, the samples had to be

flooded with a beam of low energy electrons in order to prevent the surface becoming

positively charged. This necessitated subsequent referencing of the binding energy

scale to the C-C/C-H adventitious carbon component at 284.6 eV. For compositional

analysis, the analyser transmission function was determined using clean metallic foils

to determine the detection efficiency across the full binding energy range.

3.8 Summary

Knowing the atomic structures and dimensionalities of nanowire-filled SWCNT is

essential to the subsequent optical and spectroscopic research. Based on various
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kinds of transmission electron microscopic techniques (conventional TEM, ADF-

STEM, electron diffraction, etc.), the atomic structures of filled nanotubes as well

as their degrees of bundling can be revealed. Additional structure parameters such

as the nanotube bundle size are going to be characterized by AFM and SEM. These

measurements will pave the way for an in-depth understanding on the distinct ef-

fects of nanowire-nanotube, intra-nanotube and inter-nanotube interactions on the

electronic properties of SWCNTs.

Various steady-state and time-resolved spectroscopic characterizations will

be conducted to study the optical features of SWCNT materials, especially their

excitonic properties. In essence, the experiments carried out in this work aim to

disclose the relation between atomic structures of filled SWCNTs and their physio-

chemical properties. The following chapters will provide details about the spectro-

scopic studies on various types of SWCNTs whose diameters are refined based on

the chemical methods.
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Chapter 4

Materials Synthesis and

Purification

In this chapter we provided details of methods for nanotube filling and refinement.

Determination of the material structures and nanotube chiralities were carried out

based on TEM, AFM and steady-state absorption measurement.

4.1 Materials

SWCNTs used in this study include products from CoMoCAT (ref no. 775533, Co-

MoCAT76, d̄t 0.84 nm; ref no. 773735, SG65i, d̄t 0.78 nm; ref no. 724777, CHASM,

dt 0.8-1.4 nm), HiPco (dt 0.8-1.2 nm) and TUBALL (d̄t 1.6 nm). Sodium dodecyl

sulfate (SDS, ACS reagent, ≥ 99.0%, Sigma-Aldrich) was used as surfactant to iso-

late the carbon nanotubes. Mercury telluride (HgTe, 99%, Alfa Aesar) was used as

the filling material. Hydrogels made from a cross-linked copolymer of allyldextran

and N,N’-methylene bisacrylamide (Sephacryl S-200, GE Healthcare) were applied

for the gel column chromotography experiment. Polyethylene-glycol (PEG, Sigma-

Aldrich, MW 8,000), dextran (DX, Sigma-Aldrich, MW ∼ 70, 000), sodium deoxy-

cholate (DOC, Sigma-Aldrich, ≥ 98.0%) and sodium cholate (SC, Sigma-Aldrich,

≥ 99%) were used in the ATP extraction experiment. Gelatin (Sigma-Aldrich) was

applied as the polymer matrix for preparing gelatin-embedded SWCNT films. The

cellulose filter membrane used for preparation of filtrated SWCNT thin films were

from Merck (0.05 µm).
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Figure 4.1: Schematic diagram describing steps of melt filling and SWCNT dispers-
ing. Step I: conduct melt filling based on the mixture of SWCNT and HgTe powders
at a temperature above the melting point of HgTe in a tube furnace. Step II: dis-
perse the powder-like filled SWCNTs in SDS aqueous solution by tip-sonication.
Step III: remove bundled SWCNTs and catalysis nanoparticles by centrifugation.

4.2 Filling nanotubes via melt filtration and sublima-

tion

Melt filling synthesis was conducted at a temperature slightly above the melting

point of the filling material to let them spontaneously infiltrate into the carbon

nanotubes. Such a method had been previously demonstrated to result a high ratio

of filling inside medium-size SWCNTs (1.35-1.5 nm in width) [73]. During the

filling experiment, a mixture of raw SWCNT powders and filling material was put

in a quartz ampule which was sealed under a high vacuum (<1 ×10−3 mbar). The

ampule containing materials were then transferred into a tube furnace and heated

to a temperature above the melting point. For filling with HgTe, the raw powder of

SWCNTs was mixed with the ground HgTe powder to achieve a 1:1 mass ratio. The

mixture was transferred in the ampule and heated to 770◦C for 12 h followed by

670◦C for 3 h. The synthesis experiment is descriptively shown by Step I in Figure

4.1. The resulting filled product contained impurities such as crystals grown outside

of the SWCNTs (Figure 4.2).

Filling result of the experiments was examined by HRTEM and ADF-STEM

imaging. It was particularly found that CoMoCAT76 (Figure 4.3a), CHASM
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Figure 4.2: (a) ADF-STEM and (b) BF-TEM images showing crystals grown outside
of the SWCNTs after the melt filling experiment. Inset in (b) is the intensity profile
along the direction indicated by the red arrow. The averaged separation between
two peaks matches up with the d-spacing of (111) plane for the HgTe crystal.

Figure 4.3: ADF-STEM images of the as-fabricated HgTe NW-filled (a) CoMo-
CAT76, (b) CHASM and (c) TUBALL SWCNTs.

(Figure 4.3b) and TUBALL (Figure 4.3c) SWCNTs can afford a relatively high

filling ratio, while SWCNTs from SG65i (Figure 4.4a) and HiPco (Figure 4.4b)

were only partially filled.

4.3 Chirality refinement based on gel column chromatog-

raphy

The unfilled and HgTe-filled powder-like SWCNTs were added to an aqueous SDS

medium (2 wt. %) and then dispersed by a tip sonicator (150 W, 20 % power

output) operated under a pulsed mode (2s power on and 2s power off) for at least

15 h (described by Step II in Figure 4.1). The obtained SWCNT dispersion was

then pre-purified by an ultracentrifuge (Thermo Scientific Sorvall WX+), described

by Step III in Figure 4.1. It was revealed that an acceleration of 197,000×g was
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Figure 4.4: ADF-STEM images of the as-fabricated HgTe NW-filled (a) SG65i and
(b) HiPco SWCNTs.

Figure 4.5: ADF-STEM images of HgTe NW-filled CoMoCAT76 SWCNTs treated
by centrifugation under centripetal accelerations of (a) 197,000×g and (b) 5,000×g.
(b) is same as Figure 4.2a

sufficient to remove most impurities such as overgrown crystals (Figure 4.5).

The as-centrifuged SWCNT solutions were sorted based on a gel column

chromotography approach similar to the one reported by a previous work [61]. In

brief, alkyl dextran-based gels were loaded into a glass column and equilibrated by

a 2 wt. % SDS solution. SWCNT solution of about twice the volume of the gel

bed was then applied to the column. After the SWCNT solution passed through

the gel bed and a fraction of nanotubes were trapped, aqueous solutions containing

increasing amounts of SDS (e.g., 0.3 wt.%, 0.5 wt.%, 1.0 wt.%, 1.5 wt.%, 2.0 wt.%,

5.0 wt.%) were used to elute the nanotubes. It has been found that the fraction of

semiconducting nanotubes that have the smallest diameters (e.g., (6,4) and (6,5))

can be collected first. To sort nanotubes with greater diameters, pure DI water was

added to the solution of SWCNTs that were not bound to the gels (to decrease the

surfactant concentration to a certain value, such as 1.6 wt. % or 1.2 wt. %) and

another round of gel chromatography experiment was then conducted. To extract

metallic nanotubes from the CoMoCAT76 SWCNTs, the as-centrifuged SWCNT
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Figure 4.6: Schematic diagram describing the steps of SWCNT chirality refinement
by three rounds of gel column chromatography experiment, which enable nanotubes
with increased diameters to be extracted.

solution was applied to the gel column and the first solution portion coming out

from it (showing a light brown color) was collected, which had an enrichment of

metallic SWCNTs. The multi-step gel column chromatography experiment applied

to extract SWCNTs with increased diameters is descriptively shown in Figure 4.6.

During the sorting experiment, it was discovered that eluent with a minimum

SDS concentration of 5 wt. % was required to achieve the enrichment of nearly

isolated semiconducting SWCNTs (no significant red-shifting of the excitonic ab-

sorption peak caused by bundling, as is shown in Figure 4.7). We particularly

found that such a separation protocol can realize an efficient diameter refinement

for the HiPco SWCNTs, with discrete excitonic peaks clearly been observed from

the absorption and PL spectra after the sorting (Figure 4.8 and Figure 4.9).

The structures and dimensionalities of sorted SWCNTs were studied by AFM

imaging. The actual diameter of the SWCNT (or SWCNT bundle) was judged

based on the averaged height at 5 different sites along the tube axis direction. It was

revealed that the CoMoCAT76 and HiPco SWCNTs can be effectively isolated down

to an individual state (Figure 4.10), while the SG65i and CHASM SWCNTs existed

in a bundled state with a width of tens of nm (Figure 4.11). The exceptionally

low yield of isolated nanotubes from the SG65i and CHASM SWCNT products

is in contrast with the experimental results reported in previous studies [122; 57].

Possible interpretation of the difficulty to debundle these two types of SWCNTs is an

inefficient non-covalent interaction between the surfactant molecules and nanotubes
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Figure 4.7: UV-vis-NIR absorption spectra of the SG65i and CHASM SWCNTs
extracted from the raw product by gel column chromatography under different ex-
perimental conditions. Wavelengths of the absorption peaks associated with S11 and
S22 excitonic transitions of SWCNTs are annotated. Pink and purple curves stand
for the spectra of SG65i SWCNTs extracted by the 5 wt. % SDS eluent during the
1st and 2nd round of gel column chromatography experiment, respectively. Grey
curve stands for the spectrum of heavily bundled SG65i SWCNTs extracted by the 2
wt. % SDS eluent during the 1st-round of gel column chromatography experiment.
Green curve stands for the spectrum of CHASM SWCNTs extracted by the 5 wt.
% SDS eluent during the 1st-round of gel column chromatography experiment.
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Figure 4.8: Photoluminescence-excitation (PLE) maps of (a) (6,5)-, (b) (7,5)- and
(c) (7,6)-enriched SWCNTs extracted from HiPco product.

Figure 4.9: Comparison between the absorption spectra (dashed dot curves) and
PLE profile (solid curves) of different HiPco SWCNT fractions.
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Figure 4.10: AFM height images of sorted (a) semiconducting CoMoCAT76 SWC-
NTs, (b) metallic CoMoCAT76 SWCNTs and (c) (7,5)-enriched HiPco SWCNTs.

Figure 4.11: AFM height images of sorted (a) (6,4) and (6,5)-enriched SG65i SWC-
NTs and (b) (7,5)-enriched CHASM SWCNTs.

[123].

4.4 SWCNT sorting based on aqueous two-phase ex-

traction

The large-diameter TUBALL SWCNTs were sorted based on an aqueous two-phase

extraction (ATP) method [58]. In brief, 50 wt. % PEG and 20 wt. % Dxtran aqueous

solutions were mechanically mixed together by a Vortex mixer (VWR) to prepare a

two-phase medium. A clear phase separation can be observed over time. SWCNT

stock solution (as-centrifuged SWCNTs dispersed in the SDS medium), 5 wt. %

SDS, 5 wt. % SC, 5 wt. % DOC aqueous solutions and pure DI water were then

added into the two-phase medium, with their volumes being adjusted to achieve

a constant final sum value. The mixed solution was agitated again by the Vortex

mixer and centrifuged to allow the redistribution of SWCNTs in the two phases.
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Figure 4.12: ADF-STEM images of filled SWCNTs with different NW structures: (a)
Semiconducting CoMoCAT76 SWCNTs extracted from the as-centrifuged SWCNTs
after five rounds of gel column chromatography experiment displaying a dominant
NW structure of zig-zag chain, (b,c) As-centrifuged CHASM SWCNTs which display
two main types of NW structures: linear chain and 2 atom-by-1 atom-thick chain, (d)
CHASM SWCNTs extracted from the as-centrifuged SWCNTs after the first round
of gel column chromatography experiment showing a dominance of linear chain
structure. The atomic structures of zig-zag, linear and two atom-by-one atom-thick
(2 × 1) chains are schematically shown by the inset of panel (a) and two diagrams
on the right, respectively.
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4.5 Structure and chemical composition of nanowires in

chirality-refined SWCNTs

The nanostructure of enriched SWCNTs was examined by HRTEM and ADF-

STEM. It was discovered that the separation of SWCNTs by diameters after the

gel column chromatography or ATP experiment can also lead to the refinement of

nanowire structure.

By extracting small-diameter filled nanotubes (dt < 1 nm, chiralities of these

CoMoCAT76 SWCNTs were determined based on optical absorption and photolu-

minescence characterizations, details of which are provided in Section 5.2) from the

raw (as-centrifuged) CoMoCAT76 SWCNTs, a dominant NW structure of zig-zag

chains can be observed (Figure 4.12a).

Linear and 2 atom-by-1 atom-thick chains were found to be the two main NW

structure in the CHASM SWCNT sample (Figure 4.12b, c). After a subsequent

diameter enrichment by gel column chromatography, small-diameter SWCNTs with

NWs dominated by a linear chain structure can be extracted (Figure 4.12d, chiral-

ities of these CHASM SWCNTs were determined based on optical absorption and

photoluminescence characterizations, details of which are provided in Section 6.2).

As revealed by the theoretical study conducted by Vasylenko and colleagues

[74], the formation energies of nanowires having different structures vary with the

encapsulating nanotube diameter, resulting in a favorable nanowire structure for

a particular SWCNT diameter range. Details of the calculation method and the

obtained formation energies for nanowires with different atomic structures are pro-

vided in Appendix B. As per calculation results, it was suspected that the linear

chains and zig-zag chains exist inside the small-diameter (n,m) species, such as (6,5)

and (7,5), while the 2 atom-by-1 atom-thick chains presented inside (n,m) species

with a diameters of generally greater than 0.9 nm.

For TUBALL SWCNTs, it was demonstrated that the ATP sorting can lead

to an effective separation of filled nanotubes into the top liquid phase and unfilled

SWCNTs or extraneous materials (crystals grown outside of SWCNTs) into the

bottom liquid phase (Figure 4.13).

EDX analyses were performed to examine the chemical composition of ma-

terials. It was demonstrated that the stoichiometry (where the atom ratio of Hg:Te

is 1:1) of the zig-zag chains grown inside CoMoCAT SWCNTs and wider chains

grown inside TUBALL SWCNTs can be maintained (Figure 4.14 and 4.15). For

the filled CHASM SWCNTs, a variation in the chemical composition of nanowires

with the state of purification was found (Figure 4.16). Compared to as-centrifuged
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Figure 4.13: (a) Real photograph showing the re-distribution of TUBALL SWCNTs
in two phases after the ATP extraction experiment. (b,c) ADF-STEM images of
extracted filled TUBALL SWCNTs from the top and bottom liquid phases. (d)
A higher-resolution image of filled TUBALL SWCNTs from the top phase and
(e) corresponding intensity profile. NWs in TUBALL SWCNTs were found to be
comparatively wider.
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Figure 4.14: EDX analysis on the HgTe-filled semiconducting CoMoCAT SWCNT
sample. (a) The morphology of SWCNT film in the scanned region. The white
rectangle highlights the area selected for EDX detection. (b) The experimental
(yellow spectral region) and simulated (red spectral regions) EDX signal peaks.

samples, the SWCNTs further purified based on gel column chromatography had a

higher Te abundance (atom ratio of Te:Hg is ∼ 70% : 30%). This probably indi-

cates that the linear nanowires contain crystal regions of pure tellurium depleted in

mercury.

4.6 Preparation of densely-packed SWCNT thin films

To examine the optical properties of material by FTIR and terahertz spectroscopy,

thin films of densely packed SWCNTs were prepared based on the vacuum filtration

method. A schematic diagram depicting the filtration setup and the preparation

steps of SWCNT thin films is shown in Figure 4.17.

The topography of the SWCNT thin films were studied by AFM (Figure

4.18). It can be found that the nanotubes in these films presented a higher degree

of bundling compared to those in the solution state (see AFM images in Figure 4.10

and Figure 4.11). The homogeneity of the films were investigated by the quan-

tum nanomechanical (QNM) tool of AFM. It allows additional signals reflecting the

mechanical properties of materials to be recorded and analyzed during the AFM

measurement, including modulus, adhesion, dissipation, and deformation. For filled

SWCNTs, nanoparticles that were grown outside of SWCNTs (extraneous materi-

als) were occasionally encountered over the film surface, which typically displayed

a lower adhesion force than nanotubes, as can be seen from the adhesion force

maps(Figure 4.19c,d). As determined by previous studies, the emergence of over-
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Figure 4.15: EDX analysis on the HgTe-filled TUBALL SWCNT sample. (a) ADF-
STEM image showing the characterized region, with the EDX maps for C Kα1,
Oα1, Te Lα1 and Hg Lα1 peak signals shown on the right. (b) EDX spectrum
obtained from the same region.

Figure 4.16: EDX analysis on the HgTe-filled CHASM SWCNT samples. (a,b) are
as-centrifuged SWCNTs showing a dominant NW structure of both linear chain and
2 atom-by-1 atom-thick chain. (c,d) are SWCNTs obtained after the first round of
gel column chromatography experiment, which show a dominant NW structure of
linear chain.
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Figure 4.17: The vacuum filtration setup and the steps to prepare SWCNT thin
films. The as-filtrated thin film is attached onto the quartz or silicon substrate
(Step (i)). The cellulose acetate membrane is then removed by the vapor of acetone
(Step (ii)).

grown crystals can significantly alter the optical properties of SWCNTs [117]. While

these extraneous materials can be eliminated by a post-annealing treatment under

vacuum [124], it may also remove the free carriers in SWCNTs and hence change

their optical property in the far-infrared region [115]. Therefore, no post treatment

was conducted on the SWCNT films prior to optical characterizations.

4.7 Summaries

In this chapter, the results of nanowire filling inside various types of SWCNT

products are shown. It is demonstrated that a higher yield of encapsulated nanowires

can be achieved in CoMoCAT76, CHASM and TUBALL SWCNTs than in SG65i

and HiPco SWCNTs. Based on gel column chromatography, diameter refinement

was achieved on CoMoCAT76, CHASM and HiPco SWCNTs. Such a nanotube

diameter selection further resulted in an enrichment of nanowires with a dominant

structure type. Optical characterizations and investigations of the electronic prop-

erties on these diameter- and chirality-separated SWCNTs will be carried out in

Chapter 5, 6 and 7.
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Figure 4.18: AFM height images of (a) (6,4), (6,5)-enriched SG65i, (b) (7,5)-enriched
CHASM, (c) semiconducting CoMoCAT76 and (d) metallic CoMoCAT76 SWCNT
films.

Figure 4.19: AFM height images (a,b) and adhesion force maps acquired during the
QNM measurments (c,d) of (a,c) HgTe-filled SG65i and (b,d) HiPco SWCNT films.
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Chapter 5

Optical Properties of Zig-zag

HgTe Nanowire-filled SWCNTs

In this chapter we studied the optical properties of chirality-refined SWCNTs filled

by zig-zag atomic NWs. Section 5.2-5.5 appear in the following publication: Ziyi

Hu, Ben Breeze, Reza J. Kashtiban, Jeremy Sloan, and James Lloyd-Hughes Zigzag

HgTe Nanowires Modify the Electron–Phonon Interaction in Chirality-Refined Single-

Walled Carbon Nanotubes, ACS Nano, 2022, 16, 4, 6789-6800.

5.1 Background

5.1.1 Raman modes of SWCNTs

Based on the nature of Raman modes of SWCNTs, they can be divided into different

categories, which include: i) phonon wave vector (q) of the phonon eigenfunctions

which defines the symmetry of a Raman mode as A (totally symmetric) or Eµ (µ

is the number of nodes and equals to 1, 2, 3,...). ii) Resonance type: one-phonon

single resonance, two-phonon single resonance and two-phonon double resonance.

iii) Intravalley or intervalley scattering: In a double resonance case, this depends on

whether the scattering event takes an electron from K to K ′ point, or vice versa.

iv) Stokes or anti-stokes Raman scattering: Whether the scattering of an electron

is by a phonon consists of the emission of a phonon (Stokes shift) or the absorption

of a phonon (anti-Stokes shift). According to the above categories, the properties of

various Raman modes in SWCNTs can be learned, such as radial breathing mode

(RBM), disorder mode (D) and tangential mode (G). The common Raman modes

of SWCNTs and their features are shown in the table below:
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Table 5.1: Typical Raman modes of SWCNTs and their dis-

cription

Name

Estimated

frequency

(cm−1)

Resonance

type Notes

RBM 237/dt SR Vibration of radius

immediate-frequency

mode (IFM−)

750-850 DR2 Combination mode

oTO–LA

immediate-frequency

mode (IFM+)

950-1050 DR2 Combination mode

oTO-LA

D 1300-1400 DR1 LO or iTO mode, inter-

valley scattering

G− 1540-1580 SR Split from the G mode

of graphite due to the

curvature effect of nan-

otube, not observable in

armchair SWCNTs

G+ 1590-1600 SR split from the G mode

of graphite due to the

curvature effect of nan-

otube

Breit–Wigner–Fano

lineshape (BWF)

1550 SR Only observed in non-

armchair metallic SWC-

NTs

M− 1732 DR2 overtone of oTO mode

M+ 1750 DR2 overtone of oTO mode

iTOLA 1950 DR2 combination mode of

iTO and LA

G’ 2700 DR2 overtone of D mode

2LO 2900 DR2 overtone of LO mode

2G 3180 DR2 overtone of G mode

SR–single resonance, DR1–first-order (q ∼ 0) double resonance, DR2–second-order

double resonance, oTO–out-of-plane transverse optic, iTO–in-plane transverse

optic, LO–longitudinal optic, LA–longitudinal acoustic.

The Raman-active G band of SWCNTs contains multiple peaks as a result
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of the curvature of the SWCNT, which yields different C-C vibrational frequencies

for the axial and circumferential directions [125; 120]. The G mode of SWCNTs is

commonly found to split into a G− and G+ component presenting at a relatively

lower and higher frequency, due to the curvature effect of nanotubes. These two

G mode components are known to be related with the optical transition processes

coupled to the longitudinal optic (LO) and transverse optic (TO) phonons, respec-

tively [125]. Due to the strong coupling of phonon to the electronic continuum,

the G mode for metallic SWCNTs is characterized by a broadened lineshape with

a significant spectral down-shifting (typically below 1600 cm−1), which is known as

the Breit-Wigner-Fano (BWF) profile and can be expressed as:

I(ω) = I0
[1 + (ω − ωBWF )/qΓ]2

1 + [(ω − ωBWF )/Γ]2
(5.1)

where the parameter q describes the coupling strength between the phonon and the

electronic continuum, ωBWF is the wavenumber of the maximum intensity I0, and

Γ describes the line broadening. Although the BWF lineshape is typical for metallic

SWCNTs, it was only observed in non-armchair nanotubes. For armchair metallic

SWCNTs, the G mode spectra is dominated by a G+ peak at frequencies similar to

that in semiconducting SWCNTs (1590-1600 cm−1) while with the absence of the

G− peak.

5.1.2 Auger recombination in SWCNTs

Auger recombination is a non-radiative process occurs in a range of materials involv-

ing atoms, molecules, organic and inorganic semiconductors induced by multiparti-

cle interaction [126; 127]. In bulk crystals, the Auger recombination is viewed as a

three-particle interaction, where a conduction band electron and a valence band hole

recombine, and the excess energy is transferred to a third particle (free electron or

hole), which is reexcited to a higher-energy state [128]. The charge carriers involved

are assumed to be noninteracting quasifree particles [129]. This non-radiative Auger

recombination/relaxation path determines the carrier recombination dynamics at a

high carrier density under intense photo-excitation and would depend on the spatial

localization of carriers. The rate equation for recombination in bulk crystals is given

as follows:

dn(t)

dt
= −An(t) −Bn2(t) − Cn3(t) (5.2)
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Figure 5.1: Schematic showing the sequential three e-h pairs, two e-h pairs and one
e-h pair recombination processes in SWCNTs. Reproduced with permission from
ref [132]. Copyright 2018 American Chemical Society.

Here n(t) is the time-related density of carriers (electrons and holes). An represents

recombination at interfaces and impurities. Bn2(t) represents the radiative band-to-

band recombination, which determines the intensity of fluorescence. The third term

Cn3(t) represents the nonradiative Auger recombination, whose rate is proportional

to the third power of the carrier density. A, B and C are coefficients associated

with these three processes.

As had been introduced in the previous chapters, tightly bound electron-

hole pairs (excitons) are expected in the low-dimensional nanomaterials such as 1D

nanowires and 2D quantum-well structures. A strong Coulomb interaction leads to

the large exciton binding energy, while also resulting in rapid scattering involving

multiple charge carriers. For 1D systems such as SWCNTs, the efficiency of multiple

exciton generation and interaction between them would have a strong dependence on

the electronic structure and thus the chirality of nanotubes [130; 131]. In addition,

Kohn–Sham tight-binding density functional theory-(DFT-)based simulation also

uncovered that the rate of Auger decay had a dependence on the aspect ratio of

SWCNT due to coupling between the electronic states, with a slower recombination

rate facilitated in a longer nanotube [132]. Due to the fact that Auger recombination

is a non-radiative process, it can limit the quantum efficiency of light emission in

SWCNTs [133; 134]. A schematic to describe the scattering processes leading to the

two- and three-exciton Auger recombination in SWCNTs is shown in Figure 5.1.

Due to strong excitons in SWCNTs, the lowest-order Auger process involv-

ing Auger recombination is thus a two-exciton interaction, or bimolecular process,

known as exciton-exciton annihilation (EEA). The process can be described as

follows: one exciton is recombined to the ground state, a second exciton is pro-

moted to a higher-energy excitonic state or dissociate into a free electron-hole pair.
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[135; 136; 137; 138]. The rate equation for SWCNTs is then given as follows:

dn(t)

dt
= −kn(t) − γn2(t) (5.3)

where kn(t) and γn2(t) stand for the monomolecular recombination and Auger bi-

molecular recombination, respectively. k and γ are the associated coefficients.

The Auger recombination rate coefficient γ is related to the Auger constant

A by:

γ =
A

L
·N(N − 1) ≈ A · L · n2 (5.4)

where N is the number of excitons and n is the line exciton density. Perturbation

theory has been applied to calculate the Auger rate constant of SWCNTs [130].

Based on the calculation results, a strong link of Auger recombination rate with

SWCNT exciton binding energy was revealed, which is expressed as:

A = 128
ωvc

ke0
× (

µ

m0
)(
Eb

Eg
)3 (5.5)

where ωvc is the interband transition strength, ke0 the wave vector of electron at

the eventual state, Eg the band gap energy and Eb the exciton binding energy,

respectively.

5.2 Excitonic properties studied by steady-state absorp-

tion and photoluminescence

The growth of zig-zag NWs in both semiconducting and metallic SWCNTs from the

CoMoCAT76 raw material was verified by ADF-STEM imaging (Figure 5.2a and

b). The selected area electron diffraction (SAED) pattern of a bundle of HgTe-filled

semiconducting SWCNTs revealed a feature corresponding to a d-spacing of ∼1.92

nm−1 (Figure 5.2c, d and e), which agreed well with the experimental distance

between Hg atoms in the NW. The steady-state UV-Vis-NIR absorption spectra

of the separated metallic and semiconducting CoMoCAT76 SWCNTs are shown in

Figure 5.3. The presented absorption peaks can be attributed to the oscillators

due to interband transitions (S11, S22 and S33 for semiconducting SWCNTs and
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Figure 5.2: (a,b) ADF-STEM images showing zig-zag chains observed in (a) semicon-
ducting and (b) metallic CoMoCAT76 SWCNT samples. Adapted filtered images
(AF) of selected regions and simulated pictures (SIM) are also presented. (c) Ex-
perimental ED pattern of a bundle of re-agglomerated HgTe-filled semiconducting
SWCNTs (inset is the microstructure) with repeating 1D unit cell (lattice parameter
a0). (d,e) SIM−1 I and SIM−1 II are fast Fourier Transform (FFTs) of multislice
simulations of Models I (unfilled SWCNT bundle) and II (zig-zag HgTe filled bun-
dle) respectively, imaged orthogonally to these end-on projections.

M11 for metallic SWCNTs). Higher-order transitions such as S44 and M22 were

not well assigned here due to the relatively complicated (n,m) compositions of

the samples. For filtrated thin film-state semiconducting and metallic SWCNTs,

a dominant absorption peak presented in the UV regime was observed and can be

ascribed to a π-plasma feature [139] (Figure 5.3b and c).

The excitonic absorption and emission energies for different semiconducting

(n,m) species can be quantified using photoluminescence excitation (PLE) maps un-

der S22 or S33 excitation. Following absorption, rapid relaxation to the lowest (S11)

excitonic state occurs before light is emitted. PLE maps of the unfilled (Figure

5.4a) and HgTe-filled (Figure 5.4b) semiconducting samples along with the theo-

retical transition wavelengths from the empirical Kataura model [28] for each (n,m)

(black filled squares) are shown in Figure 5.4.

The PLE map of unfilled semiconducting SWCNTs reveals that (7,6) and

(7,5) are the two most abundant (n,m) species. After HgTe filling, (8,3), (7,5),

(10,2), (9,4) and (8,6) displayed a dramatic relative enhancement in their fluores-

cence, while the (7,6) fluorescence strength was relatively lower. PLE profiles aver-
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Figure 5.3: Steady-state UV-Vis-NIR absorption spectra of (a) solution-state semi-
conducting and metallic CoMoCAT76 SWCNTs, (b) solid thin film-state semicon-
ducting CoMoCAT76 SWCNTs and (c) metallic CoMoCAT76 SWCNTs.
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Figure 5.4: (a,b) PLE maps of the solution-state (a) unfilled and (b) HgTe-filled
semiconducting SWCNTs. Black dots show the S22 and S11 wavelengths for each
(n,m) species according to the empirical model.[28]

aged over the entire spectral window and for windows covering only particular species

are shown in Figures 5.5 and Figure 5.6. The higher fluorescence intensity from

HgTe-filled semiconducting SWCNTs points towards either reduced non-radiative

interactions for S11 excitons, or to a lower radiative rate. An adequate diameter-

dependent change in the fluorescence efficiency of SWCNTs has been discovered

after filling with organometallic molecular ferrocene, which was further found to be

a result of charge transfer from encapsulated molecules that can alter the concen-

tration of charges in SWCNTs [140]. It was thus assumed that the evolution of

fluorescence intensity of SWCNTs after HgTe nanowire filling arose from a poten-

tial charge transfer between the materials. To know the exact mechanism, further

spectroscopic measurements which are capable to characterize individual nanotubes

instead of ensembles would be required.

In addition to changes in fluorescence intensity, small shifts in maxima were

observed for specific (n,m) species (Figure 5.4): for instance the fluorescence peaks

of (7,5), (9,4) and (8,6) shifted diagonally towards larger excitation and emission

wavelengths. In contrast, the PLE peak for (6,5) SWCNTs (0.75 nm diameter) was

not altered, suggesting that filling did not alter the energy of the excitonic states,
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Figure 5.5: Absorbance spectrum and PLE averaged over the entire spectral win-
dow (850-1350 nm) of the (a) unfilled and (b) HgTe-filled semiconducting SWCNT
sample.

Figure 5.6: Absorbance spectrum and PLE averaged over two specific spectral win-
dows of the (a) unfilled and (b) HgTe-filled semiconducting SWCNT sample. The
orange and purple PLE profiles represent contributions of emission signals from
(6,5)/(7,5) and (8,4)/(7,6)/(9,4), respectively.
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Figure 5.7: PLE maps of the unfilled and HgTe-filled semiconducting SWCNT sam-
ples by excitation in the NIR wavelengths. The phonon sidebands for S11 excitons
of different (n,m) are marked by black open cycles.

or that the narrowest tubes were not filled. There were, however, no fluorescence

features linked directly to a potential EET between SWCNTs and filling NWs. This

is not only due to the difficulty to know the potential excitonic energy of HgTe NWs,

but also possibly due to a lower than expected EET efficiency.

By exciting the semiconducting samples at NIR wavelengths (850-1000 nm)

close to S11, additional PLE signals can be resolved (Figure 5.7, black circles) be-

neath the first order Rayleigh scattering line, and which can be assigned to emission

at the G-mode phonon sidebands of the S11 excitons [87]. After HgTe NW filling the

semiconducting SWCNTs presented an additional signal peak centered at ∼1060 nm

(Figure 5.7b), further evidencing stronger emission from (10,2) CNTs after filling.

5.3 Phonon properties studied by resonant Raman spec-

troscopy

5.3.1 Vibration features of chirality-refined SWCNTs

The anti-Stokes Raman resonance features of SWCNTs were investigated in order to

confirm chirality assignments, and to examine the vibrational modes and electronic

properties of the material. For both of the semiconducting and metallic species

sorted from the CoMoCAT76 SWCNTs, RBMs were observed at Raman shifts of

200-350 cm−1 (Figure 5.8 and Figure 5.9), in accordance with the small (< 1 nm)

diameters of these SWCNTs. Under an excitation wavelength of 660 nm (an energy

of 1.88 eV), two intense peaks were found at 267 and 286 cm−1 (Figure 5.8a)

for the semiconducting SWCNTs. According to the relation dt = a/ωRBM, where
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Figure 5.8: Raman RBM spectra of semiconducting SWCNT samples under (a)
660 nm and (b) 633 nm excitation. The spectra are background-subtracted and
normalized to the intensity of data point at 500 cm−1, where there is no feature
related to carbon nanotubes or the substrate.

a = 237 nm cm−1 and ωRBM is the wavenumber of the RBM [141], these two RBM

features correspond to dt = 0.89 nm and dt = 0.83 nm. Together with the result of

chirality assignment based on PLE maps (Figure 5.4), these two RBMs feature the

vibrations of (7,6) and (7,5) SWCNTs, respectively. In contrast, for the metallic

samples which were examined at an excitation wavelength close to the M11 resonance

(488 and 514 nm), the two main RBMs were found to be located at ∼ 266 cm−1 and ∼
250 cm−1 (Figure 5.9), corresponding to SWCNTs with diameters of 0.891 nm and

0.948 nm, respectively. According to the experimentally determined M11 energies

for various metallic (n,m) species in previous studies (Appendix A), (n,m) species

belonging to (2n + m) = 21 family are more likely to be excited resonantly under

these two excitation wavelengths and produce enhanced Raman intensities. Based on

the above estimated nanotube diameters, we assigned these two RBMs to vibration

features of (8,5) and (7,7), respectively.

It is noted that HgTe NW filling results in a slight softening (or redshifting)

of the RBM’s Raman shift for both semiconducting and metallic SWCNTs. This

is somewhat unanticipated as molecular filling normally favors the hardening (blue

shifting) of the RBM as previously demonstrated by both theoretical [142] and

experimental [80; 15] results. More details of the analysis were shown in Chapter

7.

The Raman spectra of SWCNTs at higher frequencies, such as the tangen-

tial mode (G mode) and the double resonance G’ mode, were further studied to

investigate the changes in the electronic properties of the SWCNTs induced by the
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Figure 5.9: Raman RBM spectra of metallic SWCNT samples under (a) 488 nm,
(b) 514 nm and (c) 532 nm excitation. The spectra are background-subtracted and
normalized to the intensity of data point at 500 cm−1, where there is no feature
related to carbon nanotubes or the substrate.

HgTe zig-zag filling. Spectra of the G modes for the semiconducting SWCNTs under

660 nm and 633 nm excitation are shown in Figure 5.10a and c. In both cases,

the best fit to experimental spectrum required 5 or 6 Lorentzians, which can be

attributed to zone-center phonon modes with A1g, E1g and E2g symmetries [143].

The strongest, higher-frequency band (or G+ band) consists of two Lorentzians

centered at ∼ 1590 cm−1 and ∼ 1600 cm−1, which are assigned to the combined

A1g+E1g mode and E2g mode, respectively. The low-frequency band (or G− band)

comprised three Lorentzians, and which can be assigned to another E2g and two

A+E modes. The double resonance G’ modes which are linked to the two-phonon

scattering processes near the K point,[22; 144] are reported in Figure 5.10b and d

for the semiconducting SWCNTs. One strong peak was observed around 2600 cm−1,

which was decomposed into Lorentzian peaks.

The G and G’ spectra of the metallic filled and unfilled SWCNTs (Figures

5.11) are more complex than those for the semiconducting samples and can be

deconvoluted into a BWF lineshape and several Lorentzians. Here the BWF line

at 1540-1550 cm−1 and a Lorentzian component at ∼ 1580 cm−1 are assigned to

the non-armchair metallic species (8,5), while a narrower Lorentzian peak at ∼
1590 cm−1 is linked to the G+ mode of armchair species[145; 146] or of residual

semiconducting tubes.[147] The G’ modes of the metallic tubes (Figure 5.11d-f)

showed a clear double-peak structure, which is only found for non-armchair metallic

tubes,[120] and which results from trigonal warping around the K point [120].
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Figure 5.10: High-frequency G and G’ modes of semiconducting SWCNTs under
(a,c) 633 nm and (b,d) 660 nm excitation.
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Figure 5.11: High-frequency G and G’ modes of metallic SWCNTs under (a,d) 514
nm, (b,e) 488 nm and (c,f) 532 nm excitation.
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5.3.2 Spectral shift and linewidth broadening of Raman modes

Table 5.2: Fitting parameters for the BWF lines of unfilled

and HgTe-filled metallic SWCNTs

ωBWF

(cm−1) 1/q

Γ

(cm−1)

488 nm excitation

unfilled 1547 -0.22 25

HgTe-filled 1543 -0.45 31

514 nm excitation

unfilled 1550 -0.16 21.5

HgTe-filled 1546 -0.23 26

532 nm excitation

unfilled 1552 -0.13 22.9

HgTe-filled 1547 -0.18 28

ωBWF –frequency of the BWF lineshape, q–electron-phonon coupling coefficient,

Γ–linewidth of the BWF profile.

Filling with HgTe NWs redshifted nearly all of the G and G’ components of

the semiconducting and metallic SWCNTs, as indicated by the difference in Raman

peak position after filling, ∆ω, in Figure 5.10 and 5.11. While the G+ resonance

position is insensitive to the SWCNT diameter, it redshifts when relatively more

electrons are present on the SWCNTs [148; 120], suggesting the filling has acted like

a weak donor.

The effect of HgTe NW filling on the BWF feature was also highlighted by a

broadening in the linewidth (Figure 5.11a-c). Under 488 nm excitation the spectral

broadening increased from Γ = 24 cm−1 to 32 cm−1 after filling (from 21.5 cm−1 to

26 cm−1 with 514 nm excitation). A summary of the fit parameters for the BWF

models is provided in Table 5.2. Such a broadening and frequency downshifting of

the BWF line as a result of HgTe NW filling is interpreted as follows: The BWF

line of metallic SWCNTs is an axial longitudinal optical (LO) phonon mode, arising

from the strong electron-phonon coupling at the band crossing (zero charge) point,

that is, single particle electronic excitations near the Fermi level to the phonon

[149; 150]. If the metallic nanotube is charged such that the Fermi level lies away

from the band crossing point, linewidth narrowing and frequency upshifting of such

a mode are expected [151; 152]. Therefore, a linewidth broadening and frequency
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Figure 5.12: (a,b) Variations of the TA signals (∆OD) against the pump-probe time
delay and the probe energy for the solution-state (a) unfilled and (b) HgTe-filled
metallic SWCNTs. The applied pump energy and fluence were 2.82 eV (440 nm)
and 1.13 mJ cm−2 per pulse, respectively.

downshifting of the BWF line for metallic SWCNTs studied here can be regarded as

the result of a stronger electron-phonon coupling that arises from the charge transfer

induced by encapsulated HgTe NWs.

The type of charges donated by NWs was then discussed. A change in the

G mode spectral property under a varying degree of charging had been investigated

based on the electrostatical gating experiment reported elsewhere [153]. It was

shown that the frequency increased monotonically at a more negative voltage. Given

that the as-synthesized metallic SWCNTs lie well below the band crossing point

(zero charge point), the discovered results implies that the Fermi level lies further

away from the band crossing point for positively charged nanotubes compared to

uncharged nanotubes, resulting in a reduced electron-phonon coupling. Since a

frequency downshift of the BWF line for metallic SWCNTs after filling was found

in our study, it is deduced that the HgTe NWs donated negative charges to the

nanotubes.

5.4 Exciton and phonon decay dynamics investigated

by transient absorption spectroscopy

Femtosecond transient absorption (TA) spectroscopy of the unfilled and HgTe-filled

SWCNTs was studied to investigate the consequences of HgTe NW incorporation

in more detail. In this chapter only features of metallic SWCNTs were discussed.

Experimental TA signals (change in absorbance, ∆A) of the solution-state metallic

SWCNTs against the probe energy and pump-probe delay are shown in Figure

5.12.
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Figure 5.13: (a,b) TA kinetics of the M11 bands for (8,5) and (6,6) as well as the G
mode of (8,5). Fits (purple for the unfilled and magenta for the HgTe-filled) are as
described in the text, based on the bimolecular rate equation model in eq 5.6.

In the heat maps, several negative photo-bleaching (PB) features can be

discerned in the experimental spectral range (dark red areas), which correspond

to the M11 excitonic states of (6,6) and (8,5) chiralities. The few positive photo-

absorption (PA) features discovered at slightly lower energies than those of the PB

features can be attributed to the transient band renormalization or a change in the

linewidth of M11 resonances. According to the results of Raman measurements on

metallic SWCNTs in the previous section (Figure 5.9), the RBM intensity of (8,5)

SWCNTs was found to be significantly higher than the intensity of (7,7) SWCNTs.

Due to the fact that these two types of SWCNTs show rather similar M11 transition

energies (see the experimentally determined interband transition energies of them in

Figure A.1 in Appendix A), the feature at 2.45 eV was assumed to result mainly

from (8,5) rather than (7,7). Also evident in the TA heat maps is a PB feature at

around 2.25 eV, 0.2 eV below M11 for (8,5), which we assign to an exciton-phonon

sideband created by the G mode. The strong electron-phonon coupling in SWCNTs

can create phonon sidebands that can be seen directly in the absorption spectra of

SWCNTs [154].

In Figure 5.13 the dynamics of features assigned to (8,5) and (6,6) are re-

ported. The observed non-exponential transient absorption dynamics were modelled

by assuming that the normalised transient absorption change ∆OD(t)/∆OD0 =

n(t)/n0, where n(t) is the population of excitons, n0 = n(t = 0) is the maximum

exciton density. Assuming that a rate of change of n(t) can be given by the rate

equation eq 5.3, the kinetics can be analyzed within the scheme of a bi-exciton

Auger process.

After normalization by n0, the time evolution of the transient absorption
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signal for times t > 0 is

n(t)

n0
=

k

(k + γn0)ekt − γn0
, (5.6)

and hence k and γn0 are the fit parameters. We adopted this approach to fit our

TA data because the maximum exciton density n0 was hard to quantify precisely.

For the M11 states of (8,5) and (6,6) tubes, the decay dynamics were bimolecular

throughout the experimental time window, according to a reasonable fit to the

experimental trace without including the monoexponential term (i.e. assuming

k ≈0), which is the case when the monomolecular rate is much smaller than the

Auger recombination rate. Good agreement between model and experiment was

therefore found without the need for a contribution from k (i.e. k ≪ 0.1 THz),

by taking γn0 = 4.13 THz and 3.27 THz for unfilled (8,5) and (6,6) tubes. The

experiments were conducted under the same non-resonant excitation conditions and

on samples with similar absorbance. Assuming the same internal conversion rate to

M11 excitons for each sample (during the first 100 fs time resolution of the pump-

probe experiment) we therefore assume n0 did not vary with chirality or filling, and

instead discuss the mechanisms that can alter γ.

The lower Auger rate γ for unfilled (6,6) SWCNTs in comparison to (8,5)

can be understood as follows. Within a parabolic two-band approximation, i.e.

ignoring any electron scattering processes between subbands, and neglecting the

electron-phonon interaction, the Auger rate for nanotubes can be estimated from

perturbation theory to scale as γ ∝ (Eb/Eg)3, where Eb is the exciton binding energy

and Eg is the single-particle energy gap. The narrower diameter of (6,6) tubes

(0.814 nm) increases Eg (as well as M11) relative to that of (8,5) tubes (0.889 nm

diameter). Hence the lower γ for (6,6) tubes may result solely from diameter-

driven changes to the electronic bandstructure. However, this discussion ignores the

important role that electron-phonon coupling plays in metallic carbon nanotubes,

as evident from their Raman features (discussed above) and also evidenced by time-

domain atomistic simulations of Auger decay, where the bi-exciton Auger process

is shown to be accompanied by energy loss to phonons with different frequencies

and the rate of electron-phonon coupling is generally higher than the that of Auger

recombination in carbon nanotubes [155]. The Auger decay processes were found to

involve phonon-assisted transitions at energies up to and including the G mode [155].

Hence changes to the G mode’s strength, energy and linewidth may be expected to

alter Auger decay rates.

HgTe zig-zag filling directly increased the extracted Auger rates to γn0 =
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7.17 THz and 5.07 THz for (8,5) and (6,6) metallic SWCNTs. As there was negligible

change in the M11 energy after filling, the around 60 % higher γ for the filled tubes

can be interpreted as resulting from stronger electron-phonon coupling leading to

a greater Auger rate. Further evidence for the enhanced role of electron-phonon

coupling comes from the G-mode sideband (at 2.25 eV), the dynamics of which

are reported in Figure 5.13. Exciton-exciton annihilation creates a single, higher

energy electron-hole pair, which then relaxes by optical phonon emission. The G-

sideband’s dynamic for the unfilled (8,5) tubes was modelled (dashed blue line)

by the same Auger term (γn0 = 4.13 THz) but with an additional monomolecular

channel at rate k = 1.0 THz, corresponding to a lifetime τ = 1/k = 1.0 ps. This is in

excellent agreement with the lifetime of the G-mode phonon, τ = 1.1 ps, measured

directly by time-resolved Raman spectroscopy [154]. After HgTe zig-zag filling,

however, the G-mode sideband decayed much more rapidly, and was fit (dashed red

line) by a single exponential decay with lifetime τ = 0.16 ps. This faster decay may

signify that HgTe filling strains the SWCNTs [77], thereby boosting the anharmonic

relaxation pathways for the G-mode phonons to relax into other phonons within the

SWCNT. Alternatively, the prescence of encapsulated insulating nanowire chains

has been shown theoretically to increase hot phonon relaxation rates by providing

extra phonon decay channels [156]. A full list of parameters for the fitted dynamic

curves at different probe energies can be found in Table 5.3.

Table 5.3: Fitting parameters for the M11 TA kinetics of

unfilled and HgTe-filled metallic SWCNTs

2.695 eV

(M11 of (6,6))

2.445 eV

(M11 of (8,5))

2.231 eV

(G mode of (8,5))

γn0 (THz)

unfilled 3.27 ± 0.09 4.13 ± 0.06 4.13 ± 0.21

HgTe-filled 5.07 ± 0.20 7.17 ± 0.13 -

k (THz)

unfilled - - 1

HgTe-filled - - 6.25

γ–bimolecular recombination rate constant, k–monomolecular decay rate constant,

n0–exciton population at t = 0.

It should be noticed that the investigated solution-state metallic SWCNT

samples were exceptionally unstable. They were found to sediment within hours
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after the chromatography experiment. Therefore, conducting further TA character-

ization under varied testing conditions (e.g. different pump fluences) may become

problematic as it may not give a trusted signal response. A future solution to

this issue is by using surfactants that can improve the monodispersivity of metallic

nanotube samples.

5.5 Plasmonic resonance of SWCNTs investigated by

far-infrared spectroscopy

To investigate the impact of HgTe filling on the conductivity of free carriers, mid-

and far-infrared attenuation spectroscopy of the materials produced by the vacuum

filtration method were studied to investigate the impact of HgTe filling on the con-

ductivity of free carriers in SWCNTs. To carry out the study, the SWCNTs were

prepared into thin films (30-200 nm thick as determined by AFM) on the quartz sub-

strates by a vacuum filtration method. The spectra of semiconducting and metallic

SWCNT films were reported in Figure 5.14. The broad absorption maxima in

the free-carrier absorption regime (below 3000 cm−1) result from the axial plasmon

resonance of finite length nanotubes [99; 109; 110; 117]. The absorbance profiles for

semiconducting and metallic SWCNTs are distinctly different. The semiconducting

SWCNTs exhibited a narrower absorption peak centered at around 300 cm−1, while

the metallic tubes had a broader absorption peak around 1000 cm−1. We note that

the theory of axial plasmons in SWCNTs [109] predicts the plasmon resonance fre-

quency to vary inversely with tube length, l, according to ω0 = πvq(l, d,N)/l, where

vq(l, d,N) is the plasmon mode velocity, a function of the tube diameter d = 0.88 nm

and length, and also of the number of nanotubes in each bundle [109]. For a single

nanotube, the resonance frequency ω0 relates to the tube length l by ω0 = vq(π/l),

where vq = 4vF {[e2/(3πϵa0γ0)
0.5]K0(πdt/2l)I0(πdt/2l)}0.5, with vF the fermi ve-

locity, ϵ the static dielectric constant, a0=0.142 nm the distance between nearest

carbon atoms, dt is nanotube diameter, 0 ≈ 3.2 eV a force constant, K0 and I0 are

the first and second type, respectively, of the modified Bessel function [99]. The

bundle dependence has not been previously considered in comparisons between the

experimental plasmon frequency and theory [99; 110; 157]. For the thin films studied

here, each bundle can contain up to hundreds of SWCNTs. When a bundle contains

N metallic nanotubes with same length, the kernel of the Coulomb interaction is

effectively multiplied by N [109]. As a result, the frequency will be multiplied by√
N . It thus interprets that the observed plasmon frequency is higher than would

otherwise be expected for these tubes lengths (over 1µm for semiconducting tubes
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Figure 5.14: (a,b) Room-temperature infrared attenuation of the semiconducting
and metallic SWCNT films divided by their thicknesses.

and around 200 nm for the metallic tubes, according to AFM).

After HgTe filling, the infrared attenuation of the semiconducting SWCNTs

was found to remain almost the same, whilst that of the metallic SWCNTs displayed

a significant reduction in strength and a substantial redshift. These results indicate

that HgTe filling did not lead to a significant change in the equilibrium charge

carrier density of the semiconducting SWCNTs but can efficiently lower the free

carrier density in the metallic SWCNTs. Pseudogaps have been reported to open

when metallic tubes form bundles [158], and which might reduce therefore reduce the

free carrier density and conductivity of bundles of metallic SWCNTs. In this case

however the pronounced difference between reference and filled metallic samples,

which had similar bundle number, allows us to infer that the IR absorbance was

changed by the presence of HgTe. We advance the hypotheses that the presence of

HgTe NWs modifies either the bandstructure of each individual metallic SWCNT,

or alters the pseudogap derived from intertube coupling in bundles, but further work

is needed to clarify the observed changes.

5.6 Questions addressed in this chapter and conclusions

To summarize, we carried out optical characterizations on unfilled and HgTe NW-

filled CoMoCAT76 SWCNTs. Using gel column chromatography, semiconducting

and metallic nanotubes can be extracted from the raw SWCNT material, which both

contained mainly (n,m) species with diameters of < 1 nm. Electron microscopy

revealed that zig-zag nanowire is the dominant structure in both semiconducting
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and metallic SWCNTs. Based on Raman spectroscopy, a frequency downshifting

and linewidth broadening of the characteristic G mode of metallic SWCNTs (Breit-

Wigner-Fano (BWF) line) after the encapsulation by HgTe nanowires had been

discovered, suggesting an increased electron-phonon coupling strength.

Transient absorption measurements had been carried out in the next in order

to investigate the exciton dynamics of metallic SWCNTs. Photo-bleaching features

(∆O.D. < 0) assigned to the exciton and phonon of metallic SWCNTs were discov-

ered. It was found that the exciton dynamics was dominated by a bi-exciton Auger

recombination process and showed a faster decay rate after the SWCNT was filled by

nanowire. As per the prediction that Auger recombination in SWCNTs was accom-

panied by energy loss to phonons, a change in the recombination rate after filling is

deduced to be a consequence of created additional boosted phonon decay channels

due to an enhanced electron-phonon coupling strength. As Auger recombination

is a non-radiative process, it limits the quantum efficiency of carbon nanotubes,

which can obstruct their applications in phototransistors and optoelectronics. Our

experimental results showed that the Auger recombination dynamics of SWCNTs

can be altered in a predictable manner by introducing 1D guest materials inside,

which may create a new pathway to optimize the performance of SWCNT-based

optoelectronic devices.
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Chapter 6

Effect of SWCNT Filling by

Nanowires with Different

Atomic Structures

In this chapter we report the optical properties of filled carbon nanotubes with

different average diameters (less than 1 nm for CHASM SWCNTs and ∼ 1.6 nm for

TUBALL SWCNTs). It was revealed that the nanotube diameter is vital for the

structure of filling NWs, in which way the optical properties of SWCNTs can be

finely tuned.

6.1 Dependence of the nanowire structure on the size

of SWCNT

In the last chapter the effect of zig-zag HgTe NWs, a distorted atomic chain, on the

optical performance of SWCNT was described and discovered an enhancement of

the electron-phonon coupling strength attributed to the potential vibration mode of

the discrete structure. In this chapter, the effect of nanotube filling by NWs with

other types of structures was discussed.

Thus far the discovered 1D NW structures inside SWCNTs with a width of

less than two atoms include linear chains [70; 74; 77; 159], zig-zag chains [70; 74; 159],

helical chains (3H coils) [70; 74] and two atom-by-one atom-thick chains with an or-

dered [74; 159] or twisted [77; 159] geometry. According to a dependence of estimated

lowest formation energies of encapsulated nanowires on nanotube diameter based on

results of ab initio calculations [74] (see details in Appendix B), it is expected that

only linear or slightly distorted one atom-thick chains (e.g. zig-zag chains) can form
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Figure 6.1: Proposed structure models of a (6,5) nanotube filled by linear HgTe
nanowire and a (9,4) nanotube filled by two atom-by-one atom-thick 2 × 1 HgTe
nanowire. The encapsulation of 2 × 1 nanowire can lead to a certain extent of
structure distortion in (9,4), resulting in an oval-like cross section [77].

inside (6,5) (nanotube diameter dt ∼ 0.75 nm), while two atom-by-one atom-thick

(2 × 1) chains shall exist in wider SWCNTs (dt ≈ 1 nm), such as (9,4) (∼ 0.9 nm),

(10,3) (∼ 0.92 nm) and (8,6) (∼ 0.95 nm). The proposed structure models for the

two kinds of filled nanotubes are shown in Figure 6.1

Investigating such a structural evolution would help to understand the fun-

damental physics behind the design of unconventional 1D nanomaterials. In this

chapter, optical properties of SWCNTs filled by NWs with different atomic struc-

tures, including one atom-thick linear chains, two atom-by-one atom-thick (2 × 1)

chains and multiple atom-thick (n>2 along each direction in the lattice plane par-

allel to the nanowire cross section) chains, as were encapsulated in two types of

SWCNT products, CHASM (dt ∼ 0.7-1.4 nm) and TUBALL (dt ∼ 1.6nm), and

were characterized based on a range of spectroscopic measurements.

6.2 Absorption and photoluminescence of SWCNTs filled

by different types of nanowires

To enable growth of NWs with different widths and study the effect quantitatively,

SWCNTs from different raw product were used and materials purification was ap-

plied in order to extract desired chiralities. It was particularly discovered that the

NWs grown inside CHASM SWCNTs (dt ∼0.7-1.4 nm) which were treated by a sim-

ple centrifugation step showed dominant structures of one atom-thick chain (linear

chain) and 2× 1 chain (Figure 4.12b and 4.12c). By subsequent gel column chro-
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Figure 6.2: Steady-state UV-Vis-NIR absorption spectra of the CHASM SWCNTs
sorted based on gel column chromatography (green, dark purple and light purple
curves are the absorption spectra of SWCNTs obtained during the 1st, 2nd and
3rd round of separation experiment). Absorption lines assigned to different (n,m)
species are marked in the graph.

matography purification, small-diameter semiconducting species can be extracted.

The absorption spectra shown in Figure 6.2 revealed that narrowest species such

as (6,4), (6,5) and (7,5) can first be separated, followed by larger-diameter species.

As one atom-thick chain was found to be the dominant nanowire structure in these

extracted portions (Figure 4.12d), it suggests a strong link between the nanotube

size and atomic structure of NWs, which was in a good agreement with the predic-

tion by theoretical calculations.

Wider NWs were found to preferentially form inside the larger-diameter

TUBALL SWCNTs (Figure 4.13) and HiPco SWCNTs (Figure 6.3). Since the

TUBALL SWCNTs can offer a significantly higher yield of NW filling compared to

the HiPco SWCNTs, we applied them as the source to selectively grow wide NWs.

It was revealed that materials purification based on ATP extraction or gel column

chromatography protocol did not lead to a notable refinement of chirality for such

TUBALL SWCNTs.

The PLE contour maps of CHASM SWCNTs obtained after the centrifuga-

tion step are shown in Figure 6.4. The unfilled sample was found to display a

surprisingly weak fluorescence, with the maximum emission observed at the exci-

tonic energies of (7,6). A possible explanation for such a weak emission from these

SWCNTs is the existence of heavily bundled nanotubes (as determined by the AFM

image in Figure 4.11b), which increases the chance for metallic nanotubes to exist

in them, leading to a strong exciton energy transfer (EET) and eventually quenching
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Figure 6.3: ADF-STEM image (left) showing two nanotubes filled by wide NWs
picked up from HiPco SWCNT sample. The fast-Fourier-transform (FFT) of part
of the ADF-STEM image marked by the red square is shown on the right, showing
that the NW has a zinc-blende (face-centered cubic) structure.

the fluorescence. For the HgTe-filled CHASM SWCNTs, a huge contrast in the PL

feature can be found: the smallest (e.g. (5,4), (6,4))) and large-diameter (dt > 0.88

nm, such as (7,6), (9,4), (8,6)) species produced a strong emission, whereas the flu-

orescence of medium-sized species (e.g. (6,5) and (7,5)) remained was significantly

quenched.

The fluorescence of CHASM species extracted by gel column chromatography

in the next step were then characterized. Both the unfilled and HgTe-filled CHASM

SWCNTs displayed a trend towards the extraction of larger-diameter (n,m) species

with an increase in the round of chromatography experiment (Figure 6.5). Addi-

tionally, it was found that the three (n,m) species in unfilled SWCNTs that gave

highest intensities of emission during the first three rounds of experiment were (6,4),

(7,5) and (7,6), which were different from the three (n,m) species in HgTe NW-filled

SWCNTs ((7,5), (7,6) and (9,4)).

For a more detailed analysis, the extracted PLE profiles were compared with

the steady-state absorption spectra of the SWCNT sample. In Figure 6.6, the PLE

profiles averaged over the emission wavelength windows of fluorescence signals for

different (n,m) species were plotted together with the absorption spectra of these

SWCNTs. It was revealed that the energies for most of discovered absorption peaks

matched well with those for the S22 states of different (n,m) species. The emergence

of the rest of absorption features can, however, not be interpreted to be a result of

inter-band transitions as can be clarified based on the PLE profiles. Their possi-

ble origins are instead EET between adjacent SWCNTs or the phonon sidebands.

From the absorption spectra of fractions first extracted from the unfilled and HgTe-

filled CHASM SWCNTs, a peak at just above 500 nm can be assigned to a phonon

sideband (G mode) of (6,5) (Figure 6.6a and d). Additionally, a broad photolu-

minescence peak situated right at the wavelength of S11 transition for (6,4) can also
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Figure 6.4: Figure 5.1.4 PLE maps of the as-centrifuged CHASM SWCNTs without
(a) and with (b) HgTe filling. Black dots show the S22 and S11 wavelengths for each
(n,m) species according to the empirical model.[28]

Figure 6.5: PLE maps of the chirality-sorted (a,b,c) unfilled and (d,e,f) HgTe-filled
CHASM SWCNTs. Samples obtained in the first three cycles of sorting experiment
were measured.
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Figure 6.6: Absorption spectra and PLE profiles of CHASM SWCNTs obtained in
the 1st-, 2nd- and 3rd-round of chromatography separation experiment.

be assigned to a phonon sideband (Figure 6.6a and d). While phonon sidebands

or vibrational modes can be easily seen on (n,m) species that have extremely small

diameters, it is difficult to observe these features in the absorption or fluorescence

spectra of wider-diameter (n,m) species. Apart from the photoluminescence fea-

tures attributed to inter-band transitions and phonon sidebands, we detected no

signals attributed to an EET process. For example, a shoulder feature lying at the

higher excitation energy side of the emission maxima of (7,5) may possibly be in-

duced by the EET from (6,4) or (6,5) to (7,5) SWCNTs (denoted in Figure 6.6b

and d), but its wavelength deviated from those of the S22 transitions for (6,4) and

(6,5). Therefore, this characteristic is likely to still be a phonon feature.

Since the origins of various emission peaks in the PLE maps can now be clar-

ified according to the discussions and analyses above, we then proceed to investigate

a change in the intensities of emission peaks associated with inter-band (S11) tran-

sitions (refered to as Iint in the following contents) and phonon sidebands (refered

to as Iph) after NW filling. For the SWCNT fractions extracted in the 1st-round

of chromatography experiment, an increase in the ratio of Iph/Iint for (6,5) can be

clearly seen after NW filling by comparing the PLE profiles shown in Figure 6.6a

and 6.6d. This raises the question of whether NW filling in (6,5) (which is likely

to be linear atomic chain according to the electron microscopic characterizations in

Section 6.2) enhances the electron-phonon coupling to give increased phonon side-

band emission or suppresses the fluorescence attributed to the inter-band transition.
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Similar to the effect of SWCNT filling by zig-zag atomic NWs, which was

discussed in the last chapter, it is expected that the linear atomic NW filling can

also selectively enhance or suppress the SWCNT radiative recombination efficiency

subjecting to their chirality or mod type. For (6,5) SWCNTs with a zig-zag HgTe

NW filling, a slight increase in their fluorescence was discovered [75]. Filling by

linear NWs, in contrast, is suspected to exert an opposite effect on the fluorescence of

these SWCNTs due to a variation in the strain on nanotubes [160; 161; 162; 163; 84]

or a change of the dielectric constant [164; 165; 166]. Therefore, the diminished

photoluminescence from (6,5) SWCNTs shall be attributed to the result of a strong

interaction between the nanotube and encapsulated nanowires, rather than their

low abundance in the filled sample.

The (n,m) species with slightly larger diameters, such as (7,5) and (7,6), are

not wide enough for 2×1 chain to present and the geometry of NWs inside them are

therefore predicted to still be the one atom-thick linear chains. Comparing the wave-

lengths of interband fluorescence features of different (n,m) species from unfilled and

HgTe-filled SWCNTs, it was discovered that (6,5), (7,5) and (7,6) displayed nearly

no spectral shifting, a slight blue-shifting (towards shorter S11 wavelengths) and

a substantial red-shifting (towards longer S22 and S11 wavelengths), respectively.

Such a dependence of spectral shift on the mod type offers further evidence of a

strain-induced effect.

The impact of atomic NW filling on the fluorescence efficiency of various

(n,m) species is, so far, not fully understood. For zig-zag NW-filled (6,5) and (7,5), a

slight enhancement of emission can be attributed to a reduced Auger recombination

rate based on results from the transient absorption analysis [75]. However, for

the (6,5) and (7,5) species in CHASM SWCNTs, filling with NWs resulted in a

massively decreased fluorescence (Figure 6.5d). These discoveries suggest that the

mechanism of NW filling altering the fluorescence efficiency of SWCNTs can be

complicated and may depend on factors such as nanotube bundling or a change in

the external dielectric environment due to a variation in the configuration of SDS

micelle coating. For wider (n,m) species (e.g. (9,4), (10,6)) in CoMaCAT76 and

CHASM SWCNTs, an increased fluorescence intensity and significant spectral red-

shifting were discovered after the NW filling (Figure 5.4 and Figure 6.5). This

result implied that the optical properties of larger-diameter SWCNTs are relatively

insensitive to the conformation of NWs (i.e. zig-zag and 2 atom-by-1 atom-thick

chains).

PLE contour maps of the solution-state unfilled and HgTe-filled TUBALL

SWCNTs are shown in Figure 6.7, where almost no fluorescence from SWCNTs
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Figure 6.7: PLE maps of the solution-state (a) unfilled and (b) HgTe-filled TUBALL
SWCNTs.

were detected. This is possibly due to the presence of thick nanotube bundles, which

creates fast non-radiative relaxation pathways.

6.3 Raman spectroscopy of SWCNTs filled by different

types of nanowires

The possible strain effect attributed to NW filling can also be examined based on

the evolution of Raman features. The Raman spectra of as-centrifuged CHASM

SWCNTs under an excitation wavelength of 785 nm is shown in Figure 6.8. The

spectra at the G mode region consisted of 4 to 5 Lorentzian components. Accord-

ing to previous studies, G modes with an E2g (or E2 in case of chiral SWCNTs)

symmetry at low (< 1580 cm−1) and high (∼ 1600 cm−1) frequencies represent sig-

natures of zigzag / near-zigzag and armchair / near-armchair SWCNTs, respectively

[143]. For the G mode spectra of CHASM SWCNTs under 785 nm excitation, a E2g

mode shown at 1578-1579 cm−1 was found (Figure 6.8b). Jorio and colleagues

determined the frequencies of G modes with different phonon mode symmetries

and nanotube diameters according to Raman measurements on substrate-supported

individualized SWCNTs [121], revealing that it can be described by the following

expression:
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Figure 6.8: (a) Raman spectra of unfilled and HgTe-filled as-centrifuged CHASM
SWCNTs in the D and G mode region. The spectra are background-subtracted and
normalized to the maximum intensity of the G mode peak. The lower- and higher-
frequency G mode components with a E2g (E2) symmetry are highlighted in red
and green in panel (b). Red and blue arrows are added to denote an increase in the
intensity of low-frequency mode whilst a decrease in the intensity of high-frequency
mode due to filling.

ωG(cm−1) = 1592(cm−1) − 32.6(cm−1 · nm1.4)/dt(nm
1.4) (6.1)

The estimated diameter of SWCNTs producing an E2g mode at 1578-1579

cm−1 was then estimated to be ∼1.8 nm, indicating that large-diameter SWCNTs

were excited resonantly. According to the (n,m) composition revealed by the PLE

maps, Figure 6.4, this E2g component could be attributed to the feature of (10,2),

(9,4), (8,6) or (8,7). Since Raman features of these large-diameter SWCNT species

were detected by excitating in the near-infrared wavelength, it is possible to study

the effect of the filling associated with 2 × 1 NWs.

Theoretical studies have demonstrated that a symmetric breaking due to the

SWCNT deformation, i.e. stretching and bending, can lead to a change of electronic

properties (e.g. opening of a small band gap in metallic SWCNTs [167; 168]). It was

also shown the change of band gap with added axial strain is the largest for zigzag

nanotubes and reduces with the increase of chiral angle. Armchair nanotubes, in

contrast, show the largest change of their band gap under torsional strain. A de-

crease of this change occurs with a reduction in the chiral angle. The deformation of
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Figure 6.9: The atomic displacements of three Raman-active tangential modes of
(6,6) tube [168].

nanotubes under strain results in certain changes in their Raman modes (especially

the higher-frequency G mode), leading to a frequency shift (vibration mode harden-

ing or softening, depending on weather tensile or torsional strain exists), intensity

variation and splitting (symmetry breaking).

From the experimental Raman results, we indeed saw a change in the feature

of G mode with a E2g symmetry. It was discovered that NW filling induced a

prominent enhancement in the intensity (comparing to the intensity of strongest

A1 + E1 (G+) mode at ∼1590 cm−1) and a slight blue-shifting by ∼1 cm−1 of

the lower-frequency E2g mode (highlighted peak shaded red) whilst a noticeably

suppressed intensity and a red-shifting by ∼3 cm−1 of the higher-frequency E2g

mode (green shading). Both theoretical and experimental studies revealed that

molecular filling would only modify the strain in SWCNT radial direction [84; 163].

With asymmetric 2 atom-by-1 atom-thick NWs encapsulated, the large-diameter

(n,m) are likely to distort and their cross-sections can be turned into ovals [77].

This, presumably, gives rise to additional anisotropic strain in the circumferential

or radial direction. Since the E2g vibration mode is the tangential with atomic

displacement perpendicular to the tube axis (Figure 6.9), it is not a surprise that

such a vibration mode would display a more prominent variation than the A1g

(perpendicular to the tube axis but has a symmetric atom displacement) and E1g

(parallel to the tube axis) modes due to nanotube distortion. The reason for an

opposite change in the intensity of lower- and higher-frequency E2g mode after HgTe

filling might be due to a different strain effect of filling NWs on zigzag/near-zigzag

and armchair/near-armchair (n,m).

Raman features of the unfilled and HgTe-filled TUBALL SWCNTs were also

investigated. From the spectra of unfilled TUBALL SWCNTs, two prominent RBMs

presented at 196.3 and 163.6 cm−1 were discovered under the 633 and 785 nm ex-

citation, respectively (Figure 6.10). The faint features emerged at low frequencies

(170 cm−1) from the spectrum of HgTe-filled SWCNTs were possibly ascribed to
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Figure 6.10: Raman spectra of unfilled and HgTe-filled TUBALL SWCNTs in the
RBM region. The grey curve is the spectrum of the quartz substrate without SWC-
NTs lying on it. To directly compare the intensities of RBM peaks before and after
NW filling, the spectra are background-subtracted and normalized to the intensity
of the data point at 500 cm−1, where there is no feature related to carbon nanotubes
or the substrate.
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Figure 6.11: Raman spectra of unfilled and HgTe-filled TUBALL SWCNTs in the
G and G’ mode region. The spectra are background-subtracted and normalized to
the maximum intensity of the G mode peak.

RBMs of wider nanotubes.

The corresponding spectra in the G and G’ mode regions were found to

display a large difference at different excitation wavelengths. Under the excitation

wavelength of 633 nm, the displayed G mode consisted of a G− branch that had

a substantially high intensity, which features a BWF line shape, indicating that

the metallic SWCNTs were excited resonantly (Figure 6.11). Under an excitation

wavelength of 785 nm, the intensity of the G− peak is reasonably low compared

to that of the G+ peak and is well separated from the D band (disorder mode),

suggesting that the semiconducting SWCNTs were in resonance (Figure 6.11). In

addition, the intensity ratio of G’ to G mode IG′ : IG at 633 nm was significantly

larger than that at 785 nm, providing additional evidence that the metallic SWCNTs

were resonantly excited at a wavelength of 633 nm [169]. Based on these results, it

was estimated that the TUBALL SWCNTs contained relatively narrower metallic

species (dt ∼ 1.2 nm) and relatively wider semiconducting species (∼ 1.45 nm). After

filling by NWs, it was found that the RBM at 196.3 cm−1 was hugely suppressed and

blue-shifted, whilst the peak at 163.6 cm−1 underwent a much smaller change. This

suggested that NW filling can lead to a more prominent evolution of the Raman

features for metallic nanotubes.

Spectroelectrochemistry of polylene dye-wrapped SWCNTs had been inves-

tigated in a study elsewhere, which demonstrated that a reduction in the Raman

mode intensity was attributed to a suppressed resonant enhancement effect due to

the extraction of charges from nanotubes [170]. An observed decrease in the RBM
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intensity after SWCNT filling is therefore assumed to be a result of HgTe NWs

extracting electrons on the transition states of metallic TUBALL SWCNTs (e.g.

excitonic and pseudogap states). Nevertheless, a more thorough investigation on

such a charge transfer effect is restricted due to the polydispersive nature of thin

film-state SWCNT samples. In this regard, characterizations on SWCNTs in an

isolated state would need to be carried out in the future.

6.4 Modifying carrier dynamics by atomic nanowire fill-

ing

6.4.1 Free carrier property and conductivity of SWCNTs

The charge carrier properties of these SWCNT samples in the equilibrium and pho-

toexcitation states were examined by time-domain THz (THz-TDS) and optical

pump-THz probe (OPTP) spectroscopy. The features in the far-infrared spectral

region (∼ 0.3 − 2.5 THz) were studied with a probe beam size of σ ∼ 0.5 mm. At

equilibrium state, under the thin-film approximation [171; 172] and assuming that

the conductivity of the tested sample was much larger than the substrate, the com-

plex conductivity of thin film medium can be linked to the transmission function

by:

σ(ω) =
ϵ0c(1 + ñS)

d
(

1

T (ω) − 1
) (6.2)

where ϵ0 is the dielectric permitivity of free space (8.854 × 10−12 Fm−1), c is the

light speed in vacuum (2.998 × 108 m/s), ñS is the complex frequency-dependent

refractive index of substrate and d is the thickness of film.

The transmission of thin films in the equilibrium state (Toff ) and photoex-

cited state (Ton) can be expressed as:

Toff/on(ω) =
2

2 − i(n2
off/on + 1)ωd/c (6.3)

where noff/on is the refrective index of film at the equilibrium or photoexcited state.

The relative change of the time-domain THz electric field after photoexcita-

tion can be obtained by:
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∆E

E
=

Eon − Eoff

Eoff
=

Ton − Toff

Toff
(6.4)

With the thin-film approximation, the complex conductivity can be given as:

∆σ(ω) =
δ · ∆E(ω)

Eoff (ω)
· ni + nk

Z0
(6.5)

where ni and nk are the refractive indices of mediums before and after the film

sample. δ is film thickness. Z0 is the impedance of free space and equals to 377 Ω.

Since the investigated SWCNT samples here are thin films deposited on

quartz substrate, the mediums before and after SWCNTs should be air and quartz,

respectively. Assuming that their frequency-dependent refractive indices were the

same before and after photoexcitation, the conductivity change of the SWCNT film

was dependent solely on the differential transmission ∆T/Toff .

6.4.2 Theoretical models of conductivity

Physical parameters of SWCNTs such as carrier density and scattering rate can be

extracted from the experimental conductivity spectrum by fitting with the theoreti-

cal models. A Drude-plasmon model that describes the movement of charges beyond

and within the boundary of a nanoparticle is normally used to fit the experimental

SWCNT conductivity spectrum, which can be expressed as [117]:

σ(ω) = σD(ω) + σp(ω) (6.6)

σD and σp are the Drude and surface plasmon conductivities.

In this model, the Drude conductivity is given as:

σD(ω) =
Ne2

m∗
i

ω + iγD
(6.7)

where e is the electron charge (1.602 × 10−19 C), N and m∗ are the density and

effective mass of carriers, γD is the momentum scattering rate.

The surface plasmon conductivity is a modified Drude model with the intro-

duction of a resonance:
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σp(ω) =
Ne2

m∗
iω

ω2 − ω2
p + iωγp

(6.8)

where ωp and γp are the plasmon resonant frequency and scattering rate.

6.4.3 Experimental results and discussion

Table 6.1: Fitting parameters for the Drude-plasma conduc-

tivity model

sample

name

σD

(Ω−1cm−1)

γD

(ps−1)

σp

(Ω−1cm−1)

γp

(ps−1)

ωp

(THz)

unfilled 12 ± 0.3 40 ± 12 64 ± 1 90 ± 1.4 7 ± 0.1

HgTe-

filled

18 ± 0.1 20 ± 1.5 42 ± 0.7 90 ± 1.2 7.5 ± 0.03

The time-domain THz spectra of the unfilled and HgTe-filled CHASM SWCNT

films detected in the equilibrium state are shown in Figure 6.12a. The THz

pulses passing through such two SWCNT films displayed a slightly different shift

in time, which is due to the different phase shift caused by a variation in materi-

als type and thickness. The frequency-domain transmission spectra of thin films

converted from the time-domain spectra by Fourier transform were used to calcu-

late complex conductivity based on eq 6.2, which were shown in Figure 6.12b.

Experimental conductivity spectra were fitted based on the Drude-plasmon model

(σ(ω) = σD(ω) +σp(ω)). The extracted parameters were shown in Table 6.1. Here

the error for each parameter represents the standard deviation calculated during the

fitting.

It was found that filling by HgTe led to an increase in the ratio of Drude

conductivity to plasmon conductivity (σD/σp) and a reduction of Drude scattering

rate (σD), but had no significant change in parameters for surface plasmon model

(i.e. plasmon scattering rate γp and plasmon resonance frequency ωp). According to

our analyses on zig-zag NW-filled SWCNTs in Chapter 4, the plasmon resonance

frequency is dependent on SWCNT geometry such as nanotube length, bundle thick-

ness and number of tubes in the bundle. A similar plasmon resonance frequency

before and after HgTe filling indicates that the SWCNT structure and morphology
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Figure 6.12: (a) Time-domain equilibrium THz spectra and (b) frequency-domain
conductivity curves of the thin films of as-centrifuged unfilled and HgTe-filled
CHASM SWCNTs deposited on the quartz substrate.

Figure 6.13: (a,b) Differential THz (Eon − Eoff ) waveforms of the thin films of
as-centrifuged unfilled and HgTe-filled CHASM SWCNTs deposited on the quartz
substrate.

in unfilled and filled thin films should be almost the same. We thus deduced that

the increase in σD/σp was a result of higher concentration of free carriers in SWC-

NTs due to the doping effect. The decrease in γD indicated suppression of carrier

scattering after HgTe filling.

The transient change of the time-domain THz spectrum and signal amplitude

(∆E/E) for thin films of the unfilled SWCNTs and HgTe-filled CHASM SWCNTs,

which are dominated by the linear chain and 2 × 1 chain structures, were shown in

Figure 6.13. For the unfilled and HgTe-filled CHASM SWCNTs, the evolution of

differential signal (Eon −Eoff ) with time delay was found to be significantly differ-

ent. The time-dependent THz dynamics at the maximum signal amplitude of THz

pulse is shown in Figure 6.14a. It can be seen clearly that the transient curves

for unfilled and HgTe-filled SWCNTs displayed a negative and positive ∆E/E, re-
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Figure 6.14: (a) Variation of differential signal amplitude with pump-probe delay
for the thin films of as-centrifuged unfilled and HgTe-filled CHASM SWCNTs. (b)
is drawn by flipping the trace of unfilled SWCNT film and plotting data in a semilog
scale. The spikes denoted by asterisks are due to the reflection of pump beam on
the back surface of the substrate, causing re-excitation of the sample.

spectively. By normalizing the transient curves and plotting in a semilog scale, it

was found that the dynamics of HgTe-filled SWCNTs showed a slower decay rate

(Figure 6.14b). Negative ∆E/E, which is more commonly found in traditional

semiconductor materials, indicates the generation of photoexcited charge carriers

that can attenuate the transmitted THz field strength. Positive ∆E/E is less com-

mon and can be due to several reasons such as trion formation [116] or temperature

effects [173]. Since the SWCNT sample applied for the study here are thin films

consisting of thick bundles, such a positive ∆E/E may also arise from an enhanced

intertube interaction as both metallic and semiconducting carbon nanotubes can

exist within a bundle.

6.5 Questions addressed in this chapter and conclusions

In this chapter, the optical properties of carbon nanotubes in different ranges of

diameter (0.7-1.4 nm for CHASM SWCNTs and ∼1.6 nm for TUBALL SWCNTs)

were studied. In the CHASM SWCNTs, the majority of nanowires are one atom-

thick linear chain and two atom-by-one atom-thick (2 × 1) chain. Via SWCNT

diameter refinement based on gel column chromatography, small-diameter (n,m)

species (e.g. (6,5) and (7,5)) which were filled mainly by the one atom-thick linear

chains were successfully extracted. For larger-diameter TUBALL SWCNTs, multi-

ple atom-thick (n>2 along each direction in the lattice plane parallel to the nanowire

cross section) nanowires were shown to be the major structure type.

Steady-state absorption and photoluminescence measurements were performed

on CHASM SWCNTs. A substantial quenching of the fluorescence was observed on
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the small-diameter (6,5) as a result of filling, indicating a potential strong interaction

between the nanotube and atomic nanowire. Importantly, the fluorescence discov-

ered here is in contrast with the results on SWCNTs filled by zig-zag nanowires,

which implies a strong effect of the nanowire geometry on SWCNT optical perfor-

mance. Raman measurements revealed a change in the G mode spectrum for these

CHASM SWCNTs due to nanowire filling. A dependence of the spectral evolution

on the chiral structure of nanotubes was demonstrated by comparing features of

the near-zigzag and near-armchair SWCNTs. Due to the fact that the structures

of encapsulated nanowires were highly refined and the chiralities of nanotubes are

possible to be accurately assigned based on a range of spectroscopic characterizing

methods, we have the opportunity to investigate explicitly the roles of nanowire

geometry and nanotube structure within the 1D nanosystem. For investigations

in the next step, we hope to expand our knowledge on the spectroscopic response

of nanowire-filled nanotubes and especially the effect of changes in the structures

of both nanotubes and the encapsulated nanowires on an atomic level. To inves-

tigate further the charge carrier properties, we carried out terahertz spectroscopic

characterizations on CHASM SWCNT thin films. Based on results of time-domain

terahertz spectroscopy (THz-TDS), it was found that HgTe nanowire filling can lead

to an increased concentration of the free carriers, which was associated with the ef-

fect of doping. Using time-resolved terahertz spectroscopy (OPTP), it was revealed

that the unfilled and HgTe-filled SWCNTs displayed a negative and a positive rel-

ative change in the electric field after photoexcitation (∆E/E), respectively. An

unconventional positive ∆E/E, which indicates a negative photoconductivity, may

be explained by the formation of trions or a temperature effect. It is foreseen that

the atomic nanowire-filled SWCNTs have a promise of applications in the ultrafast

nanoelectronics, devices and terahertz modulators.

Spectroscopic properties of the large-diameter TUBALL SWCNTs were also

primarily studied. Due to the difficulties of monodispersing and separating these

SWCNTs, their optical features are not well resolved at the moment. To overcome

this challenge, developing chemical protocols to more efficiently isolate these large-

diameter nanotubes would be required in the future.
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Chapter 7

Effect of Environment on the

Spectroscopic Properties of

SWCNTs

In this chapter I compare the properties of filled SWCNTs in different environ-

ments. A strain effect caused by the encapsulation of nanowires was revealed by

temperature-dependent spectroscopic measurements. This study can help investi-

gate unconventional interactions within 1D heterostructures. Part of the results in

Section 7.3-7.7 appear in the following publication: Ziyi Hu, Ben Breeze, Marc

Walker, Eric Faulques, Jeremy Sloan, James Lloyd-Hughes Spectroscopic Insights

into the Influence of Filling Carbon Nanotubes with Atomic Nanowires for Photo-

physical and Photochemical Applications. ACS Applied Nano Materials 2023, 6, 4,

2883–2893.

7.1 Evolution of the optical properties due to SWCNT

bundling or a change of the suspending medium

The optical properties of SWCNTs are structure-sensitive. The spectral features and

dynamics of SWCNTs were found to be dominated by various parameters, such as

chirality, tube length and bundle size. Control of SWCNT bundling can be readily

achieved through post-processing steps like capillary electrolysis [174], sonication

[175] and density gradient centrifugation [176], which makes it a useful manner

to study the effect of inter-tube interaction on the optical performance of SWC-

NTs and comprehensively understand the photophysics of these materials. Previous

studies revealed that the SWCNT bundle size can influence the feature of generated
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inter-tube excitons [176] and relative intensity of fluorescence to Raman scattering

(IPL/IRBM) [175]. Meanwhile, SWCNT bundling has been demonstrated to facili-

tate exciton energy transfer (EET) between the nanotubes, which can increase the

dephasing rate and broaden the excitonic lines [87].

Apart from aqueous solutions, SWCNTs suspended in other types of medi-

ums such as ice and polymer (e.g. gelatin) have also been studied [177; 178; 160].

Based on optical measurements, it was demonstrated that strain along the tube

axis (known as uniaxial strain) can be modified by a change in the condition of

surrounding medium, which then resulted in a shift in the excitonic energies of

SWCNTs [177; 160]. An energy shift caused by a change in the uniaxial strain was

found to be dependent on the SWCNT mod type [160; 161; 162], which is expressed

as:

∆Eii = (−1)i+1(−1)k+13t0(1 + v)ϵ cos 3θ (7.1)

where i is the transition order, k = mod(n−m, 3) and t0 is estimated to be 3 eV. ϵ

is the uniaxial strain. v is the Poisson ratio (∼ 0.2). It is clear that ∆E11 and ∆E22

satisfy ∆E11 = −∆E22.

In previous studies it was reported that the infiltration of CNTs by molecules

can expand the nanotube circumference, hence shifting the interband transition

energy due to increased radial strain[163; 77; 84]. The energy shift with radial strain

σ varies with chiral angle θ according to [179] (the same to eq 2.13 introduced in

Chapter 1):

∆Eii = (−1)i+1(−1)k+13t0σ sin 3θ (7.2)

where k is the mod index and σ is the radial strain. With this prediction, a strong

mod family type dependence of the energy shift would be expected. In our charac-

terizations, a dependence of filling-induced ∆Eii on the mod index can be clearly

seen from the solution-state SWCNTs [75], with a generally larger ∆Eii being ob-

served on the type 1 SWCNTs such as (7,5) and (10,2) than on the type 2 SWCNTs

such as (8,4) and (6,5).

In this chapter, properties of HgTe-filled SWCNTs in different existing states

(i.e. isolated in solution, suspended in gelatin matrix, bundled within a thin film

network) were characterized. Results showed that HgTe NW filling can modify the

vibrational frequencies along both in-plane (tangential) and radial directions. The
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effect of HgTe filling on the optical dynamics of SWCNTs in these different states

was also investigated.

7.2 Preparation of SWCNT samples in different envi-

ronment

For the experiments conducted in this chapter, we examined SWCNTs in three

different morphologies, which include the solution-state SWCNTs (nanotubes dis-

persed in the SDS aqueous solution), the gelatin-embedded SWCNTs (nanotubes

embedded in the gelatin thin film) and SWCNT thin film network (nanotube film

fabricated by vacuum filtration). Here, the semiconducting CoMoCAT76 SWCNT

solutions which had been studied in Chapter 5 were used as the solution-state

SWCNT samples.

To fabricate gelatin-embedded SWCNT films, a mixture containing SWC-

NTs, gelatin and water was first prepared. This was achieved by dissolving gelatin

in DI water (where a mass ratio of mgelatin : mwater = 1 : 10 was applied) and then

adding this gelatin solution into the semiconducting CoMoCAT76 SWCNT solu-

tion (where a mass ratio of mgelatinsolution : mSWCNT solution = 11 : 2 was applied).

The final mixture was dropcasted on the quartz substrate and left to dry at room

temperature for 12 h. The thicknesses of final dried films were ∼ 0.1 − 0.2 mm.

SWCNT networks with a large degree of bundling were fabricated based on

a vacuum filtration approach, which had been detailed in Section 4.6 (see Figure

4.17 and related description in the text). The thickness of final dried films was

typically ∼75 nm (Figure 7.1). Experimental procedures to prepare the above

two types of thin film-state SWCNT samples based on solution-state SWCNTs are

described in Figure 7.2.

7.3 Steady-state spectroscopic properties of SWCNTs

Excitonic transition features of SWCNTs in different existing states were studied

by steady-state absorption spectroscopic measurements. The UV-Vis-NIR spectra

of SWCNT samples in different environments (vacuum-filtered thin-film, solution

state, and gelatin film) with and without HgTe infiltration are shown in Figure

7.3. HgTe infiltrated samples (solid purple lines) had similar absorption spectra

to unfilled samples (blue dashed lines), while the morphology of the nanotubes

created more significant changes. The excitonic absorption lines of thin film-state

SWCNTs (top) were markedly red-shifted and broadened as compared to those of
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Figure 7.1: (a) AFM height measurement near the edge of a filtrated SWCNT thin
film. (b) Cross-section profile along the line indicated by the white arrowed line in
panel (a). The estimated thickness of the film is ∼ 75 nm.

Figure 7.2: Schematic diagram illustrating the experimental procedures to prepare
the gelatin-embedded SWCNT film and vacuum-filtrated SWCNT film. The vacuum
filtration experiment had been described in Section 4.6.
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Figure 7.3: UV-Vis-NIR absorption spectra of SWCNT samples in different states.
The dashed curve is the rescaled absorption spectrum of blank gelatin film. The inset
shows the absorption spectra of the vacuum-filtered thin films at higher energies,
which revealed the π-plasma feature.

isolated solution-state (middle) and gelatin-embedded (bottom) samples. The sig-

nificant nanotube bundling of SWCNTs within the vacuum-filtered film results in

the strongly modified excitonic properties, such as band renormalization, which can

be interpreted by a change in the electronic dispersion due to inter-tube interac-

tion within the bundle [180], different dielectric environment, altering the excitonic

energies, while ultrafast tube-tube energy transfer within bundles increases the de-

phasing rate [7], broadening the excitonic lines (most clearly seen for the S11 and

S22 peaks). Stronger UV absorption in the gelatin-embedded samples arose from

the gelatin matrix (long-dashed line).

To analyze further, the linewidths of these oscillators before and after HgTe

filling were analyzed by fitting the experimental absorption spectra with Gaussian

functions. For solution-state SWCNTs, nearly all SWCNT oscillators showed an

increased linewidth (Figure 7.4). For gelatin-embedded SWCNT samples, in con-

trast, only components for medium-sized (n,m) species such as (7,6) and (8,4)

showed an increase in linewidth, whilst those for smaller- or larger-size species such

as (7,5) and (9,5)/(10,3) displayed the opposite trend (Figure 7.5). A consistent

change in the linewidth of exciton transition peaks observed on various (n,m) species

in the solution may possibly attributed to an increased heterogeneity of the inter-

nal environment with the presence of nanowire filling, as had been demonstrated

on water-filled SWCNTs in a study elsewhere [85]. For SWCNTs embedded in the
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Figure 7.4: Absorption spectra of the solution-state (a) unfilled and (b) HgTe-filled
SWCNTs at the S11 regime and fits based on Gaussian functions. The figures in
black, white/grey and yellow are the center frequencies (in eV) and FWHM (in
meV) of different Gaussian components. The components highlighted in red, light
blue and darker blue are assigned to S11 excitonic transitions of (7,5), (7,6)/(8,4)
and (8,6), respectively.

gelatin matrix, a small degree of nanotube bundling is expected to occur due to

a loss of solvent upon sample preparation. As well as that, a change of the sus-

pension medium can probably also result in the reorganization and coverage of the

surfactant micelle shell surrounding the SWCNTs due to the difference in miscibility

[181], which results in an altered environment outside of SWCNTs. Therefore, it is

deduced that the change of linewidth in different ways for SWCNTs in the gelatin

film is driven by a complicated mechanism, in which both the fluctuations of inter-

nal environment due to nanowire filling and external environment due to nanotube

bundling or surfactant molecular reorganization could play a role.

We then studied the conductivity of vacuum-filtered SWCNT films by char-

acterizing their far-infrared transmittance via terahertz time-domain spectroscopy

(THz-TDS). The experimental transmittance was converted into the ac conductiv-

ity, the real part of which is shown in Figure 7.6 (points), based on the thin-film

approximation [182]. The conductivity for both unfilled and HgTe-filled SWCNT

films increased toward higher frequencies. Spectra were simulated by the axial plas-

mon model for a number of different plasmon frequencies, corresponding to different

SWCNT lengths or bundle number,[117] creating the solid curves in Figure 7.6.

The model was expressed as follows:

σ(ω) =
n∑

j=1

i · σp,j · ω · γp,j
ω2 − ω2

p,j + i · ωγp,j
(7.3)
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Figure 7.5: Absorption spectra of the gelatin-embedded (a) unfilled and (b) HgTe-
filled SWCNTs at the S11 regime and fits based on Gaussian functions. The figures
in black, white/grey and yellow are the center frequencies (in eV) and FWHM (in
meV) of different Gaussian components. The components highlighted in red, light
blue, darker blue and magento are assigned to S11 excitonic transitions of (7,5),
(7,6)/(8,4), (8,6) and larger-diameter (n,m) species (e.g. (9,5), (10,3)), respectively.

where ωp,j is the plasmon resonance frequency, σp,j is the plasmon conductivity at

the resonance frequency (ω = ωp,j), and γp,j is the plasmon scattering rate for each

of the n oscillators. A small number of plasmon oscillators can model the physical

situation, which has a continuous distribution of SWCNT bundle lengths.

The fit results show the existence of a strong plasmon oscillator located at a

relatively high frequency. The plasmon resonance frequencies (7-9 THz) according

to the fits are very similar to those determined from the FTIR spectra (8-9 THz)

(Figure 5.14). HgTe filling resulted in both a broadening (damping rate increased

from 70 to 90 ps−1 from unfilled to filled) and blue-shifting (central frequency in-

creased from 7 to 9 THz) of the plasmon resonance peak. The additional extra

conductivity in the spectrum of HgTe-filled SWCNT film from 0.5 THz to 2.0 THz

is modelled by additional plasmon resonances at 1.1 THz and 2.4 THz. The small

extra optical conductivity of the NW-filled SWCNT composite may imply a weak

doping of the SWCNTs after infiltration, or it may result from subtle differences in

film morphology in comparison to the reference film. We return to discuss electronic

doping later in the manuscript.

7.4 X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy of SWCNTs

XPS Hg 4f, Te 3d and C 1s core-level spectra of filtrated film-state SWCNTs are

shown in Figure 7.7. In crystals or alloyed compounds containing tellurium, the

stoichiometry and chemical state depend heavily on reactions with the external
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Figure 7.6: Absolute alternative-current conductivity of vacuum-filtered SWCNT
films and simulated values based on the surface plasmon model. The experimental
conductivity was converted from the far-infrared transmittance of samples measured
based on THz-TDS. Dotted, dashed and dot-dash curves shown at the bottom of
figure are the three plasma oscillators contributing to the simulated conductivity
spectrum of HgTe-filled SWCNT film (blue solid curve). Plasma resonance frequency
for each oscillator is denoted in the figure.
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Figure 7.7: XPS spectra of the vacuum-filtered HgTe-filled semiconducting SWCNT
thin films: (a) Hg 4f (top) and Te 3d (bottom) level spectra of HgTe-filled SWCNTs,
(b,c) C 1s level spectra (b for unfilled SWCNTs and c for HgTe-filled SWCNTs).

environment [183; 184; 185]. Te element can therefore be in forms of Te(2-), Te(0)

and Te(4+). On the basis of their binding energy separation we assigned the Te

peaks to a stronger Te(4+) component and a weaker contribution from Te(0)/Te(2-)

[183; 185]. In the Hg 4f core level spectrum, two peaks related to Hg were assigned

to the split 4f7/2 and 4f5/2 levels (Figure 7.7a). The position and shape of the Hg

4f7/2 peak allows the Hg(2+) or Hg(0) valence states to be distinguished [186; 187].

Here, the Hg 4f7/2 peak can be fit by a single Gaussian peak with a central binding

energy 100.43 eV, suggesting that Hg(2+) ions were detected by XPS. Via charge

balance the Te element in HgTe NWs would then be Te(2-). The assignment of this

smaller doublet in the Te 4f region is further corroborated by the composition ratio

between the total Hg 4f intensity and the smaller doublet of the Te 4f region of

1:1.06. We suggest that the prominent Te(4+) feature results from residual surface

oxides on extraneous material grown outside the nanotubes, such as Te4+O2−
4 . The

Si 2p signal, which partially overlaps the Hg 4f signal, originates from the carbon

tape used to secure the sample. To sum up, we confirmed that the filling material

underwent nearly no depletion after the synthesis experiment, which was in good

agreement with the result of EDX analysis above (Figure 4.14).

Comparing the C 1s spectrum of HgTe-filled SWCNTs (Figure 7.7c) to

that of unfilled SWCNTs (b), it is shown that there was nearly no spectral shift of

the sp2 peak, which differs from a prominent change observed in previous studies

as a result of nanocrystal formation inside carbon nanotubes [14; 76; 188]. These

observed results link to a little substantial doping created by the HgTe NWs.
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Figure 7.8: Room-temperature PLE contour maps of the (a) unfilled and (b) HgTe-
filled SWCNTs embedded in the gelatin film. Black and white dots are the interband
energy values obtained based on the model described in eq 7.4 and the experimental
energy values of these SWCNTs in a solution state. The orange diamonds are an
assigned phonon sideband feature of (7,5).

7.5 Temperature-depended photoluminescence of SWC-

NTs

The photoluminescence properties of SWCNTs at different temperatures were then

studied. Due to the phase change of solvent at low temperatures, characterizing

solution-state SWCNTs would be challenging. As a result, gelatin films containing

suspended SWCNTs were used for the tests.

Here the photoluminescence of SWCNTs in gelatin films at the liquid-nitrogen

temperature (∼ 80 K) was characterized and compared to that at room tempera-

ture. Photoluminescence-excitation maps of unfilled and HgTe-filled SWCNTs in

the gelatin film at these two temperatures are shown in Figure 7.8, 7.9 and 7.10,

where emissions originating from different (n,m) were discovered.

Theoretical interband transition energies of the first- and second-order tran-

sitions (S11 and S22) were calculated based on the model introduced by a previous

study [189]:

Eii = a

[
p

dt
+ b

p

dt
log

c

p/dt

]
+

βp
d2t

cos 3θ +
γ

dt
(7.4)
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Figure 7.9: PLE contour maps of the unfilled SWCNTs embedded in the gelatin film
measured at (a) 298 K and (b) 80 K. Arrows indicate the orientation of interband
energy shift. The diagonal lines presenting at upper right of the contours were
induced by the Rayleigh scattering.

Figure 7.10: PLE contour maps of the HgTe-filled SWCNTs embedded in the gelatin
film measured at (a) 298 K and (b) 80 K. Arrows indicate the orientation of interband
energy shift. The diagonal lines presenting at upper right of the contours were
induced by the Rayleigh scattering.
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Figure 7.11: PLE contour maps of the unfilled SWCNTs embedded in the gelatin
film with back dots showing the Eii energies calculated based on different values of c
parameters (black dots): (a) 0.795 nm−1 and (b) 0.814 nm−1. White dots represent
Eii for the corresponding SWCNTs in solution.

where p = 1, 2 depending on the transition order and a, b and c are all constants.

dt and θ are the diameter and chiral angle of SWCNT. In the model, the quantum

confinement of the 2D electronic structure of graphene is represented by a linear

relationship of Eii with p/dt; the logarithmic term and chiral angle-dependent term

are included to take into account the many-body effect and correct for a variation

of SWCNT chirality; the γ/dt term links to the exciton binding energy. We found

that the first- and second-order experimental transition energies for most (n,m)

species in the gelatin-embedded SWCNTs can be simulated using parameters a =

1.049 eV, b = 0.456 nm, c = 0.795 nm−1, β1 = 0.05 nm2 (mod(n−m) = 1)/-0.07 nm2

(mod((n − m) = 2)), β2 = -0.19 (mod = 1)/0.14 (mod = 2) and γ = 0.305 eV

(Figure 7.8). By increasing the constant value of log term c from 0.795 nm−1 to

0.814 nm−1, the recalculated energies for these small-diameter (n,m) (e.g. (6,5),

(7,5), (7,6) and (10,2)) were found closer to the experimental energies of those in

a solution state (Figure 7.11), indicating that gelatin matrix encapsulation can

potentially modify the many-body interaction within the SWCNTs.

The difference between the experimentally determined Eii of solution-state

and gelatin-embedded SWCNT samples, ∆Eii = Eii,gelatin − Eii,solution, is shown

in Figure 7.12. For the unfilled SWCNTs (dashed lines) both S11 and S22 are at
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Figure 7.12: Excitonic energy shifts of various (n,m) species as a result of change
in the surrounding medium, ∆Eii = Eii, solution - Eii, gelatin.

lower energies in solution than in gelatin (∆Eii ≃ −20 meV) as a result of the gelatin

matrix changing the many-body interactions, whereas for the filled SWCNTS (solid

lines) ∆Eii ≃ −10 meV. Interestingly, for the HgTe-filled SWCNTs, ∆E11 displays

an observable dependence on the CNT family, with the mod 1 family having a

smaller ∆E11 than for mod 2 SWCNTs. Thus, when filled, changing the outer

dielectric environment alters the excitonic energies in a way that depends on the

CNT family. To investigate further, ∆E11 was plotted against nanotube diameter

dt (Figure 7.12) and against cos 3θ and sin 3θ (Figure 7.13), where θ is the chiral

angle of SWCNT. No clear dependence of ∆Eii on dt or θ was discernible, suggesting

that multiple parameters in eq 7.4 are altered simultaneously.

We now propose a physical mechanism by which the optical properties of

SWCNTs depend on the environment. In an SDS solution a SWCNT is believed to

have an outer micellar coating with a configuration depending on various factors,

such as SWCNT chirality or metallicity [59; 61], the pH of the medium [190] and the

length of SWCNTs [63]. Presumably, immobilizing the micelle-coated SWCNTs in

a gelatin matrix can result in a change in the configuration of surfactant coatings by,

for example, replacing SDS at the surface with gelatin molecules. This can modify

the local dielectric constant felt by charges in the SWCNTs and lead to a change in

their excitonic and optical properties.

The experimental Eii energies determined from the room-temperature PLE

map of gelatin-embedded SWCNT samples were compared with those in solutions,

based on Eii energies determined from Figure 5.4. It was found that shifts in

the first-order exciton energies (∆S11) for different (n,m) species due to a change
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Figure 7.13: Energy difference (∆Eii) between the solution-state and gelatin-
embedding (n,m) species determined from the PLE contour map. The ∆Eii was
plotted against (a) cos(3θ) and (b) sin(3θ), where θ is the chiral angle of (n,m).

Figure 7.14: Excitonic energy shifts induced by a change in the temperature, ∆Eii

= Eii, 80 K - Eii, 298 K.

of encapsulating medium displayed an observable mod family dependence (Figure

7.12). The temperature-induced Eii shifts (∆Eii = Eii,80 K - Eii,298 K) of four dif-

ferent (n,m) species in the gelatin-embedded film samples were shown in Figure

7.14. Taking into account a significant difference in the thermal expansion constant

between SWCNT and gelatin matrix, the observed energy shift upon cooling can

arise from a change in the uniaxial strain on SWCNTs. Based on the relation be-

tween ∆Eii and strain described in eq 7.1, the shifts of 1st- and 2nd-order excitonic

energies should obey the rule ∆S11 = ∆S22. We indeed observed such a trend for

different (n,m) species (Figure 7.14). A reduction in ∆Sii was found for (6,5),

(7,5) and (8,4) SWCNTs after filling with nanowires, suggesting that the filling may

result in a decreased uniaxial strain constant for these (n,m) species.
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7.6 Temperature-dependent Raman measurement on SWC-

NTs

The Raman features of filtrated SWCNT thin films at various temperatures (room

temperature to 400 ◦C) were measured to analyze temperature-induced changes.

To conduct the measurement, the thin film sample was placed in a Linkam stage

(THMS600) which was purged with nitrogen in prior to temperature rising. The

Raman signals were measured firstly at room temperature and then from 100 ◦C

to 400 ◦C at a ramping rate of 40 ◦C/min. Spectrum was acquired 2 min after

the temperature reached the set value. The issue of sample moving and defocusing

during heating can be neglected as the Raman spectra were normalized to their

background signal intensities afterward. The temperature-dependent Raman spec-

tra of SWCNT films under two different excitation wavelengths (660 and 532 nm)

were shown in Figure 7.15 and 7.16.

Most of Raman modes were found to display a decreased intensity, increased

linewidth broadening, and lower Raman shifts with a rise in temperature. Such

a spectral evolution at higher temperatures has been reported in a previous work

where both semiconducting and metallic SWCNTs were investigated [191] and can

be attributed to the faster dephasing of the excitonic state at elevated temperatures.

Under 660 nm excitation and 532 nm excitation, a notable reduction in the

temperature coefficients after HgTe filling was found for the RBM modes (Figure

7.17a and 7.17b). The temperature coefficients for the G+ and G− modes also

reduced after filling under 660 nm and 532 nm excitation, except for the G+ band

for 532 nm excitation which appeared unaffected. For SWCNTs forming into thick

bundles, as in the thin-film morphology in this Raman study, an increased tempera-

ture is thought to weaken both the intratube bonds and the intertube van der Waals

forces, redshifting the RBMs and G modes, whereas thermal expansion in the ra-

dial direction contributes less than 10 % of the redshift [192]. Hence one hypothesis

consistent with the above experimental results is that while HgTe NW filling may

marginally increase the diameter of the SWCNT, accounting for the lower RBM

frequencies after filling, the lower temperature coefficient may result from modified

force constants for the intratube or intertube bonds [192].
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Figure 7.15: Temperature-dependent Raman spectra of the vacuum-filtered thin film
of unfilled SWCNTs in the (a,c) RBM and (b,d) G mode regions under an excitation
wavelength of 660 nm. The spectra are background-subtracted and normalized to
the intensity of data point at 500 cm−1, where there is no feature related to carbon
nanotubes or the substrate. The dashed vertical lines in panel (c) and (d) mark the
central frequencies of room-temperature RBM peaks for the corresponding unfilled
SWCNT samples.
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Figure 7.16: Temperature-dependent Raman spectra of the vacuum-filtered thin
film of HgTe-filled SWCNTs in the (a,c) RBM and (b,d) G mode regions under
an excitation wavelength of 532 nm. The spectra are background-subtracted and
normalized to the intensity of data point at 500 cm−1, where there is no feature
related to carbon nanotubes or the substrate. The dashed vertical lines in panel
(c) and (d) mark the central frequencies of room-temperature RBM peaks for the
corresponding unfilled SWCNT samples.
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Figure 7.17: (a,b) Changes in the Raman shifts of different Raman modes for the
unfilled (open circles) and HgTe-filled (filled circles) SWCNT film samples against
temperature under 660 nm (a) and 532 nm (b) excitation. The dotted and solid
straight lines are linear fits to the data points. Gradient for each fit is given in the
graph.

7.7 Transient dynamics of SWCNTs in different exist-

ing states

We then studied the transient absorption features of SWCNTs in aqueous solutions

and gelatin matrices, where nanotubes are expected to have a similar dispersivity but

quite a different interaction with the surrounding environment. To enable different

electronic pathways in SWCNTs to be probed, a substantially high pump fluence of

17 mJ cm−2 pulse−1 was applied.

The TA spectra of unfilled and HgTe-filled SWCNTs measured at a pump

wavelength of 625 nm were shown in Figure 7.18. A main photo-bleaching (PB)

peak discovered at around 1.2 eV was attributed to the photoexcitation-induced

exciton population onto the S11 state of (7,5) nanotubes. An second PB peak at

around 1.25 eV which is identifiable only in some of the transient spectra can be

ascribed to the population onto the S11 state of (6,5) nanotubes.

It was found that a change of suspended medium from aqueous solution to

gelatin led to a small blue-shifting of (7,5) PB peak for both unfilled (∼ 25 meV)

and HgTe-filled (∼ 7 meV) SWCNTs. According to our earlier fluorescence studies,

gelatin matrix can slightly modify the many-body interactions in SWCNTs. The

observed blue-shifts in TA spectra, therefore, can be due to a change of exciton

properties such as increased binding energy.
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Figure 7.18: Transient absorption spectra of the unfilled or HgTe-filled SWCNTs
in solution and embedded in the gelatin film averaged over different time windows.
The measurements were conducted under a pump wavelength of 625 nm and at a
fluence of 17 mJ cm−2 pulse−1. The triangle and diamond symbols denotes the
photobleach (PB) features of (7,5) and (6,5), respectively.

7.8 Questions addressed in this chapter and conclusions

In this chapter I investigated the effect of environment on the optical properties of

semiconducting SWCNTs. Here, by preparing gelatin-embedded nanotube film and

filtrated densely packed nanotube thin film based on the solution-state nanotube

sample, we achieved a change of the environment for these SWCNTs. It was shown

that a change of the suspending medium from water to the gelatin matrix modified

the many-body interaction in small-diameter SWCNTs. The dense filtrated SWCNT

thin films displayed remarkably broadened and red-shifted absorption peaks, which

indicated a significant change in the excitonic properties due to band renormalization

and tube-tube energy transfer upon SWCNT bundling. Based on the temperature-

dependent fluorescence and Raman studies, it was demonstrated that filling with

NWs alters the intratube bond stiffness of the SWCNTs, as well as the intertube in-

teractions within SWCNT bundles. The experimental studies here demonstrate that

both filling with atomic nanowires and changing the surrounding environment can

finely tune the optical properties of SWCNTs. This could pave the way for a com-

prehensive understanding on the interactions within ultrathin 1D heterostructures.

In particular, for applications involving semiconducting nanotubes (e.g. photocatal-

ysis, transistors, and photovoltaics), our results identify the important role of the

filling in modifying the SWCNT structure and tube–tube interactions.
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Chapter 8

Conclusions

Filling a material into the pore of a SWCNT provides the opportunity of under-

standing how extremely small species interact within a 1D nanosystem. A lot of

studies in the past had demonstrated that such filling by the guest material can

modify the physiochemical properties of SWCNTs,

In Chapter 4, we demonstrated the successful filling of different SWCNTs

products (CoMoCAT76, CHASM, TUBALL, etc.) by the atomic nanowires. Based

on subsequent gel column chromatography experiments, we extracted nanotubes

in different diameters and of different chiralities. As a result of such diameter

refinement, the structure of encapsulated nanowire can also be efficiently selected.

For CoMoCAT76 SWCNTs (d̄t ≈ 0.84 nm), the gel column chromatography

experiment led to a separation of small-diameter semiconducting and metallic nan-

otubes, in both of which a zig-zag-type one atom-thick chain was shown to be the

dominant nanowire structure. For CHASM SWCNTs (dt = 0.8 − 1.4 nm), linear

one atom-thick chain and 2 × 1 atom-thick chain were found to be the two ma-

jor structure type. After tube diameter refinement by gel column chromatography,

small-sized SWCNTs can be extracted, which were found to be filled mainly by the

linear one atom-thick nanowires. In large-diameter TUBALL SWCNTs (dt ≈ 1.6

nm), multiple atom-thick nanowires were found to be the main structure type. It

was shown that the liquid phase-based chemical separation cannot lead to an efficient

diameter refinement for these wide nanotubes.

In Chapter 5 we carried out spectroscopic investigations on the metallic

and semiconducting nanotubes extracted from the CoMoCAT76 SWCNTs. Based

on Raman spectroscopy, a notable frequency downshifting and linewidth broadening

of the G− peak (Breit-Wigner-Fano line) were discovered on metallic SWCNTs

after filling by the zig-zag nanowires, which indicated an enhanced electron-phonon
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coupling. Based on subsequent transient absorption measurements, an increased

decay rate of exciton dynamics for the metallic SWCNTs was demonstrated. It

thus revealed an enhanced bi-exciton Auger recombination rate for these nanotubes

after the filling. The experimental observations are in good agreement with previous

theoretical studies, which reveal that the Auger process in SWCNTs is assisted by

phonons and predict filling by nanowires can boost fast phonon relaxation channels

for Auger recombination. Results here can thus be applied in the prediction of

quantum efficiency for SWCNT-based nanoelectronics and devices.

In Chapter 6, we further investigated the filling effect on small-diameter

CHASM and large-diameter TUBALL SWCNTs. For the diameter-refined CHASM

SWCNTs, in which the one atom-thick chain is a dominant nanowire structure, we

observed a substantial quenching of the fluorescence from nanotubes. The discovery

was in contrast with results on zig-zag nanowire-filled SWCNT, which indicated the

vital role of nanowire structure type on the optical performance of SWCNTs. A

dependence of spectroscopic response on the SWCNT chirality was further demon-

strated by Raman measurements, highlighting the effect of nanotube structure on

the optical properties of SWCNTs with the filling. For investigations in the next

step, it is hope to expand our knowledge on the spectroscopic response of nanowire-

filled nanotubes as a function of changes in both the structures of nanotubes and

encapsulated nanowires on an atomic level. The conductivity and free charge car-

rier features of the CHASM SWCNTs were also studied by using equilibrium-state

and time-resolved terahertz spectroscopy. It was shown that encapsulating atomic

nanowires led to modified free carrier concentration and transient spectral response

for the SWCNTs. The discoveries revealed that the nanowire-filled SWCNTs can

have a potential of applications in ultrafast nanoelectronics and devices.

We also studied the spectroscopic features of large-diameter, polydispersed

(bundled) TUBALL SWCNTs. Due to the fact that these bundled SWCNTs had

extremely weak photoluminescence, we cannot efficiently assign their composition

and chiralities. Developing chemical protocols to achieve the individualization of

these nanotubes would be required for examining optical response from a chirality-

known unfilled or nanowire-filled SWCNT.

Finally in Chapter 7 we investigated the effect of environment on the op-

tical properties of semiconducting SWCNTs. Here, by preparing gelatin-embedded

nanotube film and filtrated densely packed nanotube thin film based on the solution-

state nanotube sample, we achieved a change of the environment for these SWCNTs.

It was shown that a change of the suspending medium from water to the gelatin

matrix modified the many-body interaction in small-diameter SWCNTs. The dense
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filtrated SWCNT thin films displayed remarkably broadened and red-shifted ab-

sorption peaks, which indicated a significant change in the excitonic properties due

to band renormalization and tube-tube energy transfer upon SWCNT bundling.

Based on the temperature-dependent photoluminescence and Raman measurements

in following investigations, it was demonstrated that filling with nanowires can alter

the intratube bond stiffness of the SWCNTs, as well as the intertube interactions

within SWCNT bundles. The above experimental studies hence demonstrate that

both filling and changing the surrounding environment can be ways to finely tune

the optical properties of SWCNTs.

Based on above experimental results and discussions, the outcomes and im-

plications of research here are summarized as follows:

(i) The atomic nanowire-filled SWCNTs can be successfully separated based

on diameters and chiralities by applying a gel column chromatography approach.

Since different types of SWCNTs are desired for different applications (e.g. semi-

conducting SWCNTs can be applied for photocatalysis and photochemistry, while

metallic SWCNTs have the potential in thin-film transistors and logic circus), chi-

rality separation and consequently a purification based on the electronic type are

therefore essential for achieving the numerous benefits of SWCNTs.

(ii) Encapsulation of atomic nanowires has been demonstrated to enhance

electron-phonon coupling and change the Auger recombination rate of metallic

SWCNTs in a predictable manner. These experimental studies are vital for the

optimization of the device performance of SWCNT-based nanoelectronics, as Auger

recombination is known to limit the quantum efficiency.

(iii) The successful filling of HgTe nanowires into SWCNTs with different

diameters can open doors for designing novel terahertz nanomaterials. With a size-

dependent optical response in the IR regime, low-dimensional HgTe nanocrystals are

convinced to be a candidate for terahertz materials [193]. Based on the results of

time-resolved terahertz spectroscopy, a cross-over from negative to positive relative

change in the time-domain electric field after photoexcitation (∆E/E) was found

after filling SWCNTs by HgTe nanowires, which indicated a dynamic change of the

spectral response with time. Further spectroscopic investigations will be needed to

explicitly interpret the origin for such a change. However, they are beyond the scope

of this thesis.
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Appendix A

Transition Energies of Metallic

SWCNTs

Resonant Raman spectroscopy based on tunable excitation energies is extensively

used for experimental determination of the interband transition energies of metallic

SWCNTs [194; 146], since they provide no photoluminescence. Due to trigonal

warping, the Mii transition state splits into two, M−
ii and M+

ii [16; 195]. Figure

A.1 shows summarized experimental energies of the M−
11 state of different metallic

(n,m) species with diameters ranging from 0.7 to 1.4 nm. A excitation energy of

2.54 eV (488 nm) or 2.41 eV (514 nm) preferentially excite (n,m) species belonging

to the (2n + m) = 21 family.
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Figure A.1: Experimentally determined M−
11 energies of metallic SWCNT species

belonging to different families in the HiPco product based on resonant Raman scat-
tering (RRS) spectroscopy. Each data point relates to the transition energy verses
diameter for a particular metallic (n,m) species, although they are not all annotated
in the figure. Open squares and triangles data obtained from Ref [146]. Open di-
amonds are data obtained from Ref [194]. Horizontal green and blue dashed lines
indicate the excitation energies applied for the Raman measurements in this thesis
(see results in Figure 5.9 in Chapter 5 ).
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Appendix B

Prediction of Nanowire

Structure in Nanotubes of

Different Diameters

A previous study reported the filling of SWCNTs with tin telluride (SnTe) by a sub-

limation approach (formation of nanowires from gaseous Sn and Te). To predict the

structure and stoichiometry of SnTe nanowires encapsulated in SWCNTs, ab initio

random structure searching (AIRSS) [196] analyzed via a convex hull construction

[197] was employed. This technique optimizes geometries of random structures in

confinement of explicit SWCNT or confining potential [70]. Sampling of the sto-

ichiometries is performed for investigating the potential disproportionation of the

Sn:Te ratio during sublimation of the solid. In the convex hull construction, forma-

tion energy ϵ of the randomly generated structures upon ab initio optimization of

their geometries is plotted against stoichiometry. In this way, per-atom formation

energy is calculated with respect to the chemical potentials in a reservoir of ideal

gas of Sn and Te atoms.

ϵ =
ETotal − ESWCNT

N
− µSn −XTe(µTe − µSn) (B.1)

where ETotal and ESWCNT are the total energy of nanowire encapsulated in a

SWCNT and the energy of a pristine SWCNT, N is the number of atoms, µ is the

chemical potential of each species and XTe the ratio of Te atoms in the nanowire.

The calculation reveals that with the increase in SWCNTs diameters, the difference

between the formation energy of the encapsulated nanowires decreases, and com-
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Figure B.1: Convex hull construction for SnTe nanowires with different stoichiome-
tries embedded in SWCNT (6,6), r = 4.06 Å and SWCNT (10,10), r = 6.78 Å. The
formation energy per atom is plotted for chemical potentials of Sn and Te relevant
to an ideal gas 1:1 mixture with a density of 5.00 g/L at 300 K. Reproduced with
permission from ref [74]. Copyright 2018 American Chemical Society.

pounds with varying stoichiometry other than a 1:1 ratio become more competitive,

as shown by Figure B.1.

After identifying the lowest energy nanowire structures via AIRSS searches,

their relative stability as a function of degree of confinement within SWCNT con-

trolled by its diameter can be studied. The calculations reveal that the formation

energies of different SnTe structures (linear (blue), single zig-zag (green), 2 atom-by-

1 atom (red), double zig-zag (cyan) and 2 atom-by-2 atom (orange) chains) demon-

strate the same trend as the diameters of the encapsulating SWCNT increases: first

a rapid drop followed by a leveling off at the value corresponding to noninteracting

nanowire–SWCNTs (see Figure B.2).

By comparing the formation energy of the predicted structures within differ-
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Figure B.2: Evolution of lowest formation energy of the nanowire as a function
of SWCNT diameter. Red solid line denotes the smallest SWCNT diameter at
which the formation of SnTe nanowire from gas is energetically accessible. Dashed
vertical lines indicate where a potential structural transition between two types of
nanowires can occur. Reproduced with permission from ref [74]. Copyright 2018
American Chemical Society.

ent diameters of SWCNTs, a dependence of the nanowire structure formed on the

diameter of the encapsulating SWCNTs can be established. It can be found that

the formation of linear or single zig-zag chain is favorable in the narrow nanotube

with a typical diameter of less than 1 nm (Figure B.2). For wider nanotube, the

rest of nanowire structures are more likely to form and a transition between these

structures can occur since their formation in a SWCNT of the same diameter is

energetically competitive.
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